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PREFATORY NOTE.

The substance of the greater part of this paper,

wliich has been in the present form for some time,

was delivered, as a lectnre, at a Conversazione of

the Eoyal College of Physicians of Edinburgh, in

the Hall of the College, on the evening of Friday

the 30th of April last.

It will be found to support itself, so far as the

facts are concerned, on the most recent German

physiological literature, as represented by Eind-

fleisch, Kiihne, and especially Strieker, with which

last, for the production of his ' Handbuch,' there is

associated every great histological name in Ger-

many.

Edinburoh, Ocloher 18(10.





AS REGARDS PROTOPLASM, &c.

It is a pleasure to perceive Mr Huxley open his clear little

essay -with what we may hold, perhaps, to he the manly

and orthodox view of the character and products of the

French writer, Auguste Comte. " In applying the name

of ' the new philosophy ' to that estimate of the limits of

philosophical inquiry wliich he" (Professor Huxley), "in

common with many other men of science, holds to be

just," the Archbishop of York confounds, it seems, tliis

new philosophy with the Positive philosophy of M.

Comte ; and thereat Mr Huxley expresses himself as

greatly astonished. Some of us, for our parts, may be

inclined at first to feel astonished at Mr Huxley's aston-

ishment ; for the school to which, at least on the philo-

sophical side, Mr Huxley seems to belong, is even noto-

rious for its prostration before Auguste Comte, whom,
especially so far as method and systomatisation are con-

cerned, it regards as the greatest intellect since P>acon.

For such, as it was the opinion of Mr Buckle, is under-

stood to be the opinion also of Messrs Grote, Bain, and
Mill. Ill fact, we may say that such is commonly and
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currently considered the characteristic and distinctive

opinion of that whole perverted or inverted reaction

which has been called the Eevidston. That Ls to say, to

give this word a moment's explanation, tliat the Vol-

taii'es and Humes and Gibbons having long enjoyed an

immunity of sneer at man's blind pride and wretched

superstition—at his silly non-natural honour and her

silly non-natural vu'tue—a reaction had set in. exulting

in poetry, in the splendour of nature, the nobleness of

man, and the purity of M'oman, from which reaction

again we have, almost within the last decennium, been

revulsively, as it were, called back,—shall we say by

some "bolder" spirits—the Buckles, the Mills, &c.]—to

the old illumination or enlightenment of a lumdred vears

ago, in regard to the weakness and stupidity' of man's

pretensions over the animality and materiality that lunit

him. Of this revulsion, then, a.s said, a main feature,

especially in England, has been prostration before

the A'ast bulk of Comte ; and so it was tliat Mr
Huxley's protest in this reference, considering the

])hilosophy ho professed, had that in it to suq^rise at

lirst. -But if there was surprise, there M%as also pleasure :

for J\[r Huxley's estimate of Comte is undoulitodly the

right one. " So far as I am conoernod," he s;iys, " the

most reverend prelate " (tlie Archbishop of York) " might

dialectioally liew M. ( "omte in jneces as a modem Agag,

and I sliould not atteni]it to stay his liand ; for, .*o far

as my study of wliat specially (diaracterisos the Positive

philosojdiy lias led me. I find therein little or nothing of

any .scientific value, and a great deal which is as thor-

oughly antagonistic to the vi ry e.-v^once of science as any-

thing in idtramiintane Catholicism." "It wa.*? enough,"
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lie says again, " to make David Hume turn in liis grave,

that here, almost -vvitliin earshot of his house, an

instructed audience should have listened mthout a

murmur -while his most characteristic doctrines were

attributed to a French writer of fifty years' later date, in

whose dreary and verbose pages we miss alike the vigour

of thought and the exquisite clearness of style of the

man whom I make bold to term the most acute thinker

of the eighteenth century—even though that century

produced Kant."

Of the doctrines themselves which are alluded to here,

I shall say notliing now ; but of much else that is said,

there is only to be expressed a hearty and even gratified

approval. I demur, to be sure, to the exaltation of

Hume over Kant—high as I place the former. Hume,

with infinite fertility, surprised us, it may be said, per-

haps, into attention on a great variety of points which

had hitherto passed imquestioned
;
but, even on these

points, his success was of an interrupted, scattered, and

inconclusive nature. He set the world adrift, but he set

man too, reeling and miserable, adrift with it. Kant,

again, with gravity and reverence, desired to refix, but

in purity and truth, all those relations and institu.

tions which alone give value to existence—which alone

are humanity, in fact—but which Hume, with levity and

mockery, had approached to shake. Kant built up again

an entire new world for us of knowledge and duty, and,

in a certain way, even belief ; whereas Hume had sought

to dispossess us of every support that man as man could

hope to cling to. In a word, with at lead equal fertility,

Kant was, as compared with Hume, a graver, deeper,

and, so to speak, a more consecutive, more comprehen-
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sive sjiirit. Graces tliere were iiideefl, or even, it may

be, subtleties, in which Hume had the advantage per-

haps. He is still in. England an unsurpassed master

of expression—this, certainly, in his History, if in his

Essays he somewhat baffles his own self by a certain

laboured breadth of conscious fine writing, often sin-

gularly inexact and infelicitous. Still Kant, with refer-

ence to his products, must be allowed much the greater

importance. In the history of philosophy he Anil

probably always command as influential a place in the

modern world as Socrates in the ancient ;
while, as pro-

bably, Hume will occupy at be.st some such position as

that of Heraclitus or Protagoras. Hume, nevertheless,

if unequal to Kant, must, in view at once of his own

subjective ability and his enormous influence, be jnvi-

nounced one of the most important of A\Titers. It would

be dilhcult to rate too liigh the value of liis French pre-

decessors and contemporaries as regards purification of

their oppressed and corrupt country ; and Hume must

be allowed, though with less call, to have suKscrved some

such functioit in the land we live in. In ]ircferring

Kant, indeed, I must be acqnitted of any undue par-

tiality ;
i'lir all that appertains to personal bias was nat-

urally, and by reason nf early and numerous associations,

on the side of my countryman.

Demurring, then, to Mr Huxley's opinion on this

matter, and postponing remark on the doctrines to which

he alludes, T must expivss a hearty concurrence with

every word ho utter,s on Comle. In him I too "find

little or nothing of any scientific value." I too have been

lost in the mere mirage and sands of " those dreary and

verbose pages
;

" and I acknowledge in 'Sh Huxley's
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every word the ring of a genuine experience. M. Comte

was certainly a man of some mathematical and scientific

proficiency, as well as of quick but biassed intelligence.

A member of the Aufkldrung, he had seen the immense

advance of physical science since Newton, under, as is

usually said, the method of Bacon; and, like Hume,

like Eeid, Idve Kant, who had all anticipated him in this,

he sought to transfer that method to the domain of mind.

In this he failed ; and though in a sociological aspect he

is not without true glances into the present disintegration

of society and the conditions of it, anything of import-

ance cannot be claimed for him. There is not a sentence

in his book that, in the hollow elaboration and windy

pretentiousness of its build, is not an exact type of its

own constructor. On the whole, indeed, when we con-

sider the little to which he attained, the empty inflation

of his claims, the monstrous and maniacal self-conceit into

wliich he was exalted, it may appear, perhaps, that

charity to M. Comte himself, to say nothing of the

world, should induce us to wish that both his name and

his works were buried in oblivion. Noav, truly, that

Mr Huxley (the "call" being for the moment his) has

so pronounced himself, especially as the facts of the case

are exactly and absolutely what he indicates, perhaps

we may expect this consummation not to be so very long

delayed. More than those members of the revulsion

already mentioned, one is apt to suspect, will be anxious

now to beat a retreat. Not that this, however, is so cer-

tain to be allowed them ; for their estimate of M. Comte
I is a valuable element in the estimate of themselves.

Frankness on the part of Mr Huxley is not limited to

his opinion of M. Comte ; it accompanies us throughout
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his whole essay. He seems even to take pride, indeed,

in naming always and everywhere hLs object at the

plainest. That object, in a general point of view, re-

lates, he tells us, solely to materialism, but with a double

issue. "While it is his declared purpose, in the fu-st

place, namel}'', to lead us into materialism, it is equally

his declared purpose, in tlie second place, to lead us out

of materialism. On the first issue, for example, he

directly warns his audience that to accept the conclu-

sions which he conceives himself to have established on

Protoplasm, is to accept these also : That '• all vital

action" is but "the result of the molecular forces" of

the physical basis ; and that, by consequence, to use his

own words to his audience, " the thoughts to which T

am now giving utterance, and your thoughts regarding

them, are but the expression of molecular changes in

that nuitter of life which is the source of our other vital

phenomena." And, so far, I think, we shall not dis-

agree Avith Mr Huxley when he says that " most un-

doubtedly tlie terms of his propo.«itions are distinctly

materialistic." Still, on tlie second issue. Mr Huxley

as.serts that ho is " individually no materialist." "On
the contrary, he brlicvcs materialism to involve gnwe
pliilosojiliical error;" and the ''unii.n of materialistic

terminology with tlic repudiation of materialistic pliilo-

sopliy " he eonceives himself to share with .<ome of tlie

most thoughtful men with whom he is aeipiainteil."' In

short, to unit(> both issues. wt> have it in Mr Huxley's

owu words, that it is the single object of his essay "to

explain how such a union is not only consistent with,

but neeessit^iteil by, sound h^gie;" and that, accordingly,

lie will, in the lirst place, "lead us through the territory
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of vital phenomena to the materialistic slough," while

pointing out, in the second, " the sole path by which, in

his judgment, extrication is possible." Mr Huxley's

essay, then, falls evidently into two parts ; and of these

two parts we may say, further, that while the one—that

in which he leads us into materialism—wiU be predomi-

natingly physiological, the other—or that in which he

leads us out of materialism—-will be predominatingly

pliilosophical. Two corresponding parts would thus

seem to be prescribed to any full discussion of the essay

;

and of these, in the present needs of the world, it is

evidently the latter that has the more promising theme.

The truth is, however, that Mr Huxley, after having

exerted all his strength in his first part to throw us into

" the materialistic slough," by clear necessity of Icnoio-

ledge, only calls to us, in his second part, to come out of

this slough again, on the somewhat obscure necessity of

ignorance. This, then, is but a lop-sided balance, where

a scale in the air only seems to struggle vainly to raise

its well-weighted fellow on the ground. Mr Huxley, in

fact, possesses no remedy for materialism but what lies in

the expression that, while he knows not what matter is

in itself, he certainly knows that causality is but con-

tingent succession ; and thus, like the so-called " pliilo-

sophy " of the Eevulsion, Mr Huxley would only mock
us into the intensest dogmatism on the one side by a fal-

lacious reference to the intensest scepticism on the other.

The present paper, then, will regard mainly Mr Hux-
ley's argument /or materialism, but say what is required,

at the same time, on his alleged argument—which is

merely the imaginary, or imaginative, impregnation of

ignorance

—

against it.
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Following Mr Huxley's own steps in his essay, the

course of his positions will be found to run, in summary,

thus :

—

What is meant by the physical basis of life is, that

there is one kind of matter common to all li'S'ing beings,

and it is named jn'otoplasm. Xo doubt it may appear

at first sight that, in the various kinds of living beings,

we have only difference before us, as in the lichen on the

rock and the painter that paints it,—the microscopic

animalcule or fungus and the Finner wliale or Indian fig,

—the flower in the hair of a girl and the blood in her

veins, &c. Nevertheless, throughout tliese and all other

diversities, there really exists a tlireefold unity— a unity

of faculty, a unity of form, and a unity of substance.

On the first head, for example, or as regards faculty,

power, the action exhibited, there are but three cate-

gories of Itimiaii activity—contractility, alimentation, and

rej)roduction ; and tlierc are no fewer for the loKcr forms

of life, whetlier animal or vegetable. In the nettle, fur

instance, we find the woody ca.se of its sting lined by a

granulated, semi-fhiid layer, that is possessed of con-

tractility. I5ut iu this respect—that is, in the ]x\*ses-

sion of contractile substance—other plants are as the

nettle, and all animals arc as plants. Protoplasm—for

the nettle-layer alluded to is pmtoplasm—is connnon to

the whole nf them. The dilVorence. in short, between

the powers of the lowest jilant or animal and those of

the highest is one nuly of degn-e and not of kind.

But, on tlie second lu'ail. it is not otherwise in fonn,

or manifested external a]i]>eai-;inoe and structure. Xot

the sting only, but the mIioIc nettle, is made up of pro-

toplasm ; and of all the other vegetables the nettle is
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but a type. Xor are animals different. The colourless

blood-co]-puscles in man and the rest are identical with

the protoplasm of the nettle ; and both he and they con-

sisted at first only of an aggregation of such. Proto-

plasm is the common constituent—the common origin.

At last, as at first, all that lives, and every part of all

that lives, are but nucleated or unnucleated, modified or

unmodified, protoplasm.

But, on the third head, or with reference to unity of

substance, to internal composition, chemistry establishes

this also. All forms of protoplasm, that is, consist alike

of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen, and behave

similarly under similar reagents.

So, now, a uniform character having in this threefold

manner been proved for protoplasm, what is its origin,

and what is its fate 1 Of these the latter is not far to

seek. The fate of protoplasm is death—death into its

chemical constituents ; and this determines its origin

also. Protoplasm can originate only in that into which
it dies,—the elements—the carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,
and nitrogen—of which it was found to consist. Hydrogen,
with oxygen, forms water

; carbon, with oxygen, carbonic

acid
;
and hydrogen, with nitrogen, ammonia. Similarly,

water, carbonic acid, and ammonia form, in union, proto-

plasm. The influence of pre-existing protoplasm only
determines combination in its case, as that of the electric

spark determines combination in the case of water. Pro-
toplasm, then, is but an aggregate of physical materials,

exhibiting in combination—only as was to bo expected
—new properties. The properties of water arc not more
different from those of hydrogen and oxygen tlian the

properties of protoplasm arc different from tliose of Avatcr
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carbonic acid, and ammonia. "We have the same warrant

to attribute the consequences to the premises in the one

case as in the other. If, on the first stage of combina-

tion, represented by that of water, simples could unite

into something so difterent from tliemselves, why, on the

second stage of combination, represented by that of j^ro-

toplasm, should not co??i2J'>?/?i'?5 similarly unite into some-

tliing equally tlifferent from themselves] If the con-

stituents are credited with the properties there, why
refuse to credit the constituents with the properties here {

To the constituents of protoplasm, in truth, any new

element, named A'itality, has no more been added, than

to the constituents of water any new element, named

aquosity. Is^or is there any logical halting-place between

this conclusion and the further and final one : That all

vital action whatever, intellectual included, is but the

result of the molecular forces of the protoplasm which

displays it.

These sentences will be acknowledged. T think, fairly

to represent ^Ir Huxley's relative deliverances, and, con-

se(iuently, as I may bo allowed to explain again, the only

imjiortant—while much the larger—part of the whole

essay. j\Ir lltixley, tliat is. while devoting fifty para-

graphs to our i)liysi(ilogical immei-sion in the "material-

istic slougli," grants but one-and- twenty towanls our

philoso])lii( al escape from it ; the fifty besides being, so

to speak, in n'ality tlic wind, and the one-and-twcnly

only the whistle fn-it. "Wliat tliese latter say. in efloct,

is no more than this, that,— matter being known not in

itself l)ut only in its qualiiies, and cause and effect not

in their nexus but only in their se([uencc,—matter may be

spirit or spirit matter, cavi.se olfect or ciTect cause— in
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short, for auglit that Mr Huxley more than pheno-

menally knows, this may he that or that this, first

second, or second first, but the conclusion shall be this,

that he -will lay out all our knowledge materially, and we

may lay out all our ignorance immaterially—if we Avill.

Which reasoning and conclusion, I may merely remark,

come precisely to this : That Mr Huxley—who, hoping yet

to see each object (a pin, say) not in its qualities but in

itself, still, consistently antithetic, cannot believe in the

extinction of fire by water or of life by the rope, for any

reason or for any necessity that lies in the nature of the

case, but simply for the habit of the thing-—has not yet

put himself at home with the metaphysical categories of

substance and causality ; thanks, perhaps, to those guides

of his whom we, the amusing Britons that we are, bravely

proclaim " the foremost thinkers of the day" !

The matter and manner of the whole essay are now fairly

before us, and I think that, with the approbation of the

reader, its procedure, generally, may be described as an

attempt to establish, not by any complete and systematic

induction, but by a variety of partial and illustrative

assertions, two propositions. Of these propositions the

first is, That all animal and vegetable organisms are essen-

tially alike in power, in form, and in substance ; and the

second. That all vital and intellectual functions are the

properties of the molecidar disposition and changes of the

material basis (protoplasm) of which the various animals

and vegetables consist. In both propositions, the agent
of proof is this same alleged material basis of life, or pro-

toplasm. For the first of them, all animal and vegetable

organisms shall be identified in protoplasm ; and for the

second, a simple chemical analogy shall assigu intellect
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;ukI vitality to the molecular constituents of the pro-

toplasm, in connection with which tliej- are at least

exhibited.

In order, then, to oLtain a footing on the ground

oliered us, the lirst Cjuestion -we naturally jiut is, AVhat

is Protoplasm 1 And a)i answer to this cjuestion can he

obtained only by a reference to the historical j^i'ogress of

the physiological cell theory.

That theory may be said to have Avholly grown

since John Hunter wrote his celebrated work ' Un the

JN^ature of the Blood,' &c. New gi'owths to Hunter de-

pended on an exudation of the plasma of the blood, in

which, by A irtue of its own jjlat^iicif//, A-essels formed,

and conditioned the further progress. The influence of

these ideas seems to have still acted, even after a concep-

tion of the cell was arrived at. For starting element,

Schleiden required an intracellular plasma, and Schwann

a structureless exudation, in which minute granules, if

not indeed ah-eady pre-existent, formed, and by aggrega-

tion grew into nuclei, mund wliich singly the ]U'oduction

of a membrane at length enclosed a cell. It was then

that, in this connection, we hearil of the tonus blastema

and eyto-blastenia. The thenry of the vegetable cell was

ciimpletcd earlier than that of tlie animal one. Comple-

tion of tin's latter, again, seems to have been first cflect<-d

by Scliwaiiu, alter .M tiller had insisted on the analogy

betwei^n aniuial and vegetable tissue, and Valentin had

demonst lated a nucleus in the animal cell, as jireviously

ilriiwu in the vegetalile one. ]]u{ Mssuming Schwann s

liiljour, and what surrounded it. to have been a first st-age.

the wonderful ability of Virehow may b(> said to have

raised the theory of the cell fully to a second stage. Xow,
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of this second stage, it is the dissolution or resohition

that has led to the emergence of the word Protoplasm.

The body, to Virchow, constituted a free state of

individual subjects, with equal rights but unequal

capacities. These were the cells, which consisted each

of an enclosing membrane, and an enclosed nucleus with

surrounding intracellular matrix or matter. These cells,

further, propagated themselves, chiefly by partition or

division and the fundamental principle of the whole

theory was expressed in the dictum, " Omnis cellula e

celluld." That is, the nucleus, becoming gradually elon-

gated, at last parted in the midst ; and each half, acting

as centre of attraction to the surrounding intracellular

matrix or contained matter, stood forth as a new nucleus

to a new ceU, formed by division at length of the original

ceU.

The first step taken in resolution of this theory was
completed by Max Schultze, preceded by Leydig. This

was the elimination of an investing membrane. Such
membrane may, and does, ultimately form ; but in the

first instance, it appears, the cell is naked. The second

step in the resolution belongs perhaps to BrUcke, though
preceded by Bergmann, and though Max Schultze,

Kiihne, Haeckel, and others ought to bo mentioned in

the same connection. This step Avas the elimination, or

at least subordination, of the nucleus. The nucleus, we
are to understand now, is necessary neither to the divi-

sion nor to the existence of the cell.

Thus, then, stripped of its membrane, relieved of its

I nucleus, what now remains for the cell 1 Why, nothing
I but what was the contained matter, the intracellular

I matrix, and is—Protoplasm.
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111 the application of this word itself, however, to the

element in question, there are also a step or two to be

noticed. Tlie first step was Dujardin's discovery of

sarcode; and the second the introduction of the term

protoplasm as the name for the layer of the vefjeloUe

ceU that lined the cellulose, and enclosed the nucleus.

Sarcode, found in certain of the lower forms of life, was

a simple substance that exhibited powers of spontaneous

contraction and movement. Thus, processes of such

simple, soft, contractile matter are protruded by the

rhizopods, and locomotion by their means effected.

Eemak first extended the use of the term protopla.^m

from the layer which bore that name in the vegetable

cell to the analogous element in the animal cell ; but it •>

was j\Iax Schultze, in particular, who, by applpng the t

name to the intracellular matrix, or containetl matter, t

when divested of membrane, and by identifying this

substance itself with sarcode, first fairly established pro- is

topla.sin, name and thing, in its present prominence. t

In this accomit I have necessarily omitted many sub-

ordinate and intervening steps in the successive estab-

lishment of the contnuiil/'ti/, superior hnportdiicc, and

complete iKohdiini of this thing to which, under the

the name of ju'otoplasm, I\rr Huxley of late has c-allod »|'

such vast attention. Besides the names mentioned,

there are otlicrs of groat oniiiuMice in this connection. i

such as IMoycn, Sicliold, lleiidiert, Eeker, Ilonle, and

KiiUikiT ainong the (Icriiians; and among ourselve,^.

Beale antl Huxley hiuisi'lf. .bilm Cloodsir will be men-

tioned agaiu.

"We have now. innhajis, olitainod a general idea of

protoplasm. Briicke, wlien he talks of it as "living
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cell-body or elementary organism," comes very near the

leading idea of Mr Huxley as expressed in his plu'ase,

" the physiological hasis, or matter, of life." Living cell-

body, elementary organism, primitive living matter

—

that, evidently, is the quest of Mr Huxley. There is

aqueous matter, he would say, perhaps, composed of

hydrogen and oxygen, and it is the same tiling whether

in the rain-drop or the ocean
;

so, similarly, there is

vital matter, which, composed of carbon, hydrogen, oxy-

gen, and nitrogen, is the same thing whether in crj'j^to-

gams or in elephants, in animalcules or in men. What,

in fact, Mr Huxley seeks, probably, is living protein

—

protein, so to speak, struck into hfe. Just such apjDears

to him to be the nature of protoplasm, and in it he

believes himself to possess at last a living clay where-

with to build the whole organic world.

The question. What is Protoplasm % is answered, then
;

but, for the understanding of what is to follow, there is

stUl one general consideration to be premised.

Mr Huxley's conception of protoplasm, as we have
seen, is that of living matter, living protein ; what we may
call, perhaps, elementary life-stuff. Now, is it quite cer-

tain that Mr Huxky is correct in this conception % Ai-e

we to understand, for example, that cells have now defi-

;
nitively vanished, and left in theii- place only a uniform
and universal matter of quite indefinite proportions?
No; such an understanding would be quite wrong.
Whatever may be the opinion of the adherents of the
molecular theory of generation, it is certain that all the
great German histologists still hold by tlie cell, and can
hardly open their mouths without mention of it. I do
mot allude here to any special adherents of either nucleus
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or membrane, but to the most advanced innovators in

both respects ; to such men as Schultze and Eriicke

and Kuhnc. These, as we have seen, pretty well con-

fine tlieir attention, like ^Ir Huxley, to the protoplasm.

But they do not the less on that account talk of the cell,

ror them, it is only in cells that protoplasm exi.sts. To

their view, we cannot fancy protoplasm as so much

matter in a pot, in an ointment-box, anj- portion of

which scooped out in an ear-picker would be so much

life- stuff, and, though a part, quite as good as the

whole. This seems to be iNIr Huxle}''s conception, but

it is not theirs. A certain measure goes with protoplasm

to constitute it an organism to them, and worthy of their

attention. They refuse to give consideration to any mere

protoi)lasra-s/;?-e(^ that may not have yet ceased, perhaps,

to exhilut all sign of contractility under the microscope,

and demand a protoplasm-rp//. Tn short, protophism i.*?

to tliem still distributed into cells, and only that mea-

sure of ])ruto])lasm is cell that is adequate to the whole

group of vital manifestations. Pu'iicke, for example, of

all inno\'at(U's jiroliably tlio most innovating, and deny-

ing, or inclined to deny, both nucleus and membrane,

does not liesitate, according to Strieker, to speak still of

cells as self-complete organisms, that move and grow,

that nourish and reproduce themselves, and that perform

speciiic function. " Chnnis cellula o cellula." is the

rubric they work under as nnicli now as ever. The heart

of a turtle, they say, is not a turtle ; so neither is a pro-

toplasm-shred a protoplasm-cell.

This, then, is the general con.'iideration which I think,

it necessary to premise ; and it seem.«!, almost of itself, to •

negate Mr Huxley's reasonings in advance, for it war--
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rants us in denying that physiological clay of which all

living things are but bricks baked, Mr Huxley intimates,

and in establishing in its place cells as before—living

cells that differ infinitely the one from the other, and so

differ from the very first moment of their existence.

This consideration shall not be allowed to pretermit,

lowever, an examination of Mr Huxley's own proofs,

which will only the more and more avail to indicate the

difference suggested.

These proofs, as has been said, would, by means of the

single fidcrum of protoplasm, establish, first, the iden-

tity, and, second, the materiality, of all vegetable and

animal life. These are, shortly, the two propositions

which we have already seen, and to Avhich, in their order,

we now pass.

All organisms, then, whether animal or vegetable, have

been understood for some time back to originate in and

consist of cells ; but the progress of physiology has

seemed now to substitute for cells a single matter of life,

protoplasm ; and it is here that Mr Huxley sees his cue.

Mr Huxley's very first word is the " physical basis or

matter of life
;

" and he supposes " +.hat to many the

idea that there is such a tiling may be novel." This,

then, so far, is what is neio in Mr Huxley's contribution.

He seems to have said to himself, if formerly the whole

world was thought kin in an " ideal " or formal element,

organisation, I shall now finally complete this identifi-

cation in a " physical" or material element, protoplasm.

In .short, what at this stage we are a.sked to witness in

the essay is, the identification of all living beings what-

ever in the identity of protoplasm. As there is a single

matter, clay, which is the matter of all bricks, so there

B
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is a single matter, protoplasm, wliich is the matter of all
i

organisms. " Protoplasm is the clay of the potter, which, i

bake it and paint it as he will, remains clay, separated i

hy artifice, and not by nature, from the commonest brick j

or sun-dried clod." Now here I cannot help stopping i

a moment to remark that Mr Huxley puts emphatically

his whole soid into this sentence, and evidently believes i

it to be, if we may use the word, a dinclier. But, after i

all, does it say much 1 or rather, does it say anything ]

To the question, " Of what are you made?" the answer, r

for a long time now, and by the gi-eat mass of human
i

beings who are supposed civilised, has been " Dust."
(

Dust, and the same dust, has been allowed to constitute

us all. But materialism has not on that account been

the irresistible result. Attention hitherto—and surely

excusably, or even laudably in such a case—h;is been

given not so much to tlie dust as to the "potter." and
,

the "artifice" bj' which he could so transform, or, as Mr
/

Huxley will have it, modify it. To ask us to say. instead ^

of dust, clay or even protoplasm, is not to ask us for much,

then, seeing that even to ^fr Huxley there still remain

both tlie " ]iotler" an<l his "artifice."
^

But to return : To Mr Huxley, wlien he sj\vs all bricks,
j

being made of clay, are tlie same tiling, we answer, Ye-s,

undoubtedly, if tliey are iiuule of tlie .*ame clay. Tliat is,

tlu! bricks are identical if the clay is identical ; but. on .

the other hand, by as much as the clay differs will the

bricks dilfcr. And, similarly, all oi-ganisms can be identi-

iied only if tlu'ir composing protoplasm c^iii be identified.

To this stake is tlic argument of Mr Huxley bound.

Tliis aiguiiu'ut itself take.«. as we have seen, a three-

fold course : Mr Huxley will prove his position in this-
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place by reference, firstly, to unity of faculty
;
secondly,

to unity of form ; and tliii'dly, to unity of substance. It

is this course of proof, then, which we have now to

follow, but taking the question of substance, as simplest,

first, and the others later.

By substance, Mr Huxley understands the internal oi-

chemical composition
;
and, with a mere reference to the

action of reagents, he asserts the protoplasm of all living

beings to be an identical combination of carbon, hydro-

gen, oxygen, and nitrogen. It is for us to ask, then. Are

all samples of protoplasm identical, first, in their chemi-

cal composition, and, second, under the action of the

various reagents 1

On the fii'st clause, we may say, in the first place,

towards a proof of difference which will only cumulate,

I hope, that, even should we grant in all protoplasm

an identity of chemical ingredients, what is called Al-

lotropy may still have introduced no inconsiderable

variety. Ozone is not antozone, nor is oxygen either,

though in chemical constitution all are alike. In the

second place, again, we may say that, with varying jpro-

portions, the same component parts produce very various

results. By way of illustration, it wiU suffice to refer

to such different things as the proteids, gluten, albumen,

fibrin, gelatine, &c., compared with the urinary products,

urea and mic acid; or with the biliary products, glycocol,

glycocolic acid, bili-rubin, bili-verdin, &c. ; and yet all

these substances, varying so much the one from the

other, are, as protoplasm, is, compounds of carbon, hydro-

gen, oxygen, and nitrogen. But, in the third place, we
are not limited to a may say; we can assert the fact that

aU protoplasm is not chemically identical. AU the
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tissues of the organism are called protoplasm by ^^r

Huxley; but can we predicate chemical identity of

muscle and bone, for example 1 In such cases Mr
Huxley, it is true, may bring the word "modified " into

use ; but the objection of modification we shall examine

later. In the mean time, Ave are justified, bj' !Mr Hux-

ley's very argument, in regarding all organised tissues

whatever as protoplasm ; for if these tissues are not to

be identified in protojilasm, we must suppose denied

what it Avas his one business to affirm. iViid it is against

that affirmation that we point to the fact of much chemi-

cal difference oT)taining among the tissues, not only in

the proportions of their fundamental elements, but also

in the addition (and proportions as Avell) of such others

as chlorine, sulpluir, phosphorus, potass, soda, lime,

magnesia, iron, &c. Vast differences vitally must be

legitimately assumed for tissues tliat are so ditierent

chemically. 13ut, in the fourth place, Ave have the

authority of the nermans for asserting that the cells

themselves—and they noAv, to the most advanced, are

only protoplasni— do diifer chemically, some being

found to contain glycogen, some cholesterine. some ]iro-

tagiHi, and some myosin. Xow sucli substances, let

the chemical aualngy be Avhat it may. must still Tx-

alloAved to introduce chejuical dilTerence. In the last

place, Air Huxley's analysis is an analysis of drnd pro-

tnplasni, and iiulocisive, ci>nsei|ueu11y. for that Avhicli

lives. ^Ir Huxlry botr.iys sensitiA-eness in advance to

fliis objection ; fur he seeks to rise above the sensi-

tiveness ami the objection at once by styling the

latter " frivolous." >»i>vert]ieless tlie Germans say

pointedly \hai it is unknown wlictlier the .same elements
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are to be referred to the cells after as before death.

Kiihne does not consider it proved that living muscle

contains syntouin
;

yet Mr Huxley tells us, in his

Physiology, that " syntonin is tlie chief constituent of

muscle and flesh." In general, we may say, according

to Strieker, that all weight is put now on the examina-

tion of living tissue, and that the difference is fully

allowed between that and dead tissue.

On the second clause now, or with regard to the

action of reagents, these must be denied to produce the

like result on the various forms of protoplasm. With

reference to temperature, for example, Klilane reports the

movements of the amoeba to be arrested in iced water
;

while, in the same medium, the ova of the trout farrow

famously, but perish even in a Avarmed room. Others,

again, we are told, may be actually dried, and yet live.

Of ova in general, in this connection, it is said tliat they

live or die according as the temperature to which they

are exposed differs little or much from that which is

natural to the organisms producing them. In some,

according to Max Schultze, even distilled water is

enough to arrest movement. ISIow, not to dAvell longer

here, both amoeba and ova are to Mr Huxley pure pro-

toplasm ; and such difference of result, according to

difference of temperature, &c., must assuredly be allowed

to point to a difference of original nature. Any conclu-

sion so far, then, in regard to unity of substance,

whether the chemical composition or the action of re-

agents be considered, cannot bo said to bear out the

views of Mr Huxley.

What now of the unities of form and power in proto-

plasm 1 By form, Mr Huxley will be found to mean the
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general appearance and structure ; and hy faculty or

power, the action exhibited. ^o\v it will he very ea.<y

to 23i"ove that, in neither respect, do all specimens of

protoplasm agree. Mr Huxley's representative proto-

plasm, it apjDears, is that of the nettle-.sting ; and he

describes it as a granulated, semi-fluid hodj, contractile

in mass, and contractile also in detail to the development

of a species of circulation. Strieker, again, speaks of it

as a homogeneous substance, in -which any granules that

may appear must be considered of foreign importation,

and in which there are no evidences of circulation. In

this last respect, then, that ]\Ir Huxley should talk of

" tiny IMaelstroms," such as even in the silence of a

tropical noon miglit stun us, if heard, as " with the roar

of a great city," may be viewed, perhaps, as a rise into

poetry beyond the occasion.

Further, according to .Strieker, protopla.sm varies

almost infinitely in consistence, in shape, in structure,

and in function. In consistence, it is sometimes so fluid

as to be capable of foruiing in drops ; sometiuies semi-

fluid and gelatinous ; sometimes of considerable resist-

ance. In shape—for to Stricken- tlie cells ai-o now jiro-

toplasm—we have chib-shaiKnl ]iroto]ilasm, globe-shaped

protoplasm, cu))-sliii]ied protoplasm, bottle-shaped proto-

plasm—spindle-sha]ieil ]>rotoplasui—branched. thri\iiled.

ciliated protoplasm, — cireK'-headed ]irotoplasm— flat,

conical, cylinilrical. longitudinal. ]>risma1ic, polyhedral,

and palisaile-like ])roto])lasm. In structure, apiin. if is

sometimes uniform and sometinu^s reticulated into inter-

.spaccs that contain fluiil. In function, lastly—and here

we have entered on tlie consideration of faculty nr power

—some protoplasm is vagrant (so to translate iravihrv'-T).
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and of unknown use, like the colourless blood -cor-

puscles.

In reference to these, as strengthening the argument,

and tlirowing much light generally, I break oif a moment

to say that, very interesting as they are in themselves,

and as Eecklinghausen, in especial, has made them, Mr
Huxley's theory of them disagrees considerably with the

prevalent German one. He speaks of them as the source

of the body in general, yet, in his Physiology, he talks of

the spleen, the lymphatics, and even the liver

—

parts of

the body—as their source. They are so few in number

that, while Mr Huxley is thankful to be able to point to

the inside of the lips as a seat for them, they bear to the

red corpuscles only the proportion of 1 to 450. This

disproportion, however, is no bar to Mr Huxley's deriva-

tion of the latter from the former. But the fact is ques-

tioned. The Germans, generally, for their part, describe

the colourless, or vagrant, blood-corpuscles as probably

media of conjugation or reparation, but acknowledge

their function to be as yet quite unknown ; wliile Rind-

fleisch, characterising the spleen as the grave of the red,

and the womb of the white, corpuscles, evidently refers

the latter to the former. This, indeed, is a matter of direct

assertion with Preyer, who has " shown that pieces of

red blood-corpuscles may be eaten by the amoeboid cells

of the frog," and holds that the latter (the white cor-

puscles) proceed directly from the former (the red cor-

puscles) ; so that it seems to be determined in the mean
' time that tliero is no proof of the reverse being the fact.

In function, then, to resume, some protoplasm is

' vagrant, and of unknown use. Sonic again produces

pepsine, and some fat. Some at least contains pigment.
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Then tliere is nerve-protoplasm, brain-pirotoplasm, Tjone-

protoplasm, muscle-protoplasm, and protoplasm of all the

other tissues, no one of which tut produces oidy its own

kind, and is uninterchangeahle Avith the rest. Lastly,

on this head, we have to point to the overwhelming fact

that there is the infinitely different protoplasm of the

various infinitely different plants and animals, in each of

Avhich its ovm protoplasm, as in the case of that of the

various tissues, hut produces its own kind, and is unin-

terchangeable with that of the rest.

It may be objected, indeed, that these latter are

examples of modified protoplasm. The objection of

modification, as said, we have to see by itself later
;
but,

in the mean time, it may be asked, AVheie are we to

begin, not to have modified protoplasm ? We have the

example of Mr Huxley himself, Avho, in the nettle-sting,

begins already with modified protoplasm ; and we have

the authority of Rindfieisidi for asserting that " in every

different tissue we must look for a ditfei-ent initial liTm

of the productive series." Tliis, evidently, is a very

strong light on the original multiplicity of protoplasm,

which the consideration, as we have seen, of the various

plants and animals, has made, further, inlinito. This is

enough; but there is no wisli to evade beginning with

the very beginning—with absolutely pure initial proto-

plasm, if it can but be given u.s in any reference. The

siuiple egg—that, proliably, is the beginning—that, pro-

bably, is the original identity ; yet even there we find

already distribution of tlie identity into infinite differ-

encc. Tliis, certainly, with reference to the various

organisms, but witli reference also to the various ti-ssues.

Tliat we regard the egg as the beginning, and that we
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do not start, like the smaller exceptional pliysiological

school, with molecules themselves, depends on this, that

the great Germans so often alluded to, Kiihne among

them, stiU trust in the experiments of Pasteur; and

while they do not deny the possibility, or even the fact,

of molecular generation, still feel justified in denying the

existence of any observation that yet unassailably attests

a ge7ieratio cequivoca. By such authority as this the

simple philosophical spectator has no choice but to take

his stand ; and therefore it is that I assume the egg as

the established beginning, so far, of aU vegetable and

animal organisms. To the egg, too, as the beginning, Mr
Huxley, though the lining of the nettle-sting is his re-

presentative protoplasm, at least refers. " In the earliest

condition of the human organism," he says, in allusion to

the white (vagrant) corpuscles of the blood, "in that

state in which it has but just become distinguished from

the egg in which it arises, it is nothing but an aggregation

of such corpuscles, and every organ of the body was once

no more than such an aggregation." Now, in beginning
with the egg—an absolute beginning being denied us in

consecLuence of the pre-existent infinite difference of the
egg or eggs themselves—we may gather from the German
physiologists some such account of the actual facts as this.

The first change signalised in the impregnated egg
seems that of Furchumj, or furrowing—what the Ger-
mans call the Furchicm/sJcugeln, the Dotterlcugchi , form.
Then these Kucjeln—clumps, eminences, monticles, we
may translate the word—break into cells ; and these are
the cells of the embryo. Mr Huxley, as quoted, refers

to the whole body, and every organ of the body, as at
first but an aggregation of colourless blood-corpuscles

;
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hnt in the very statement wliicli would render the

identity alone explicit, the difference Ls quite a-s plaiidy

implicit. As much as this lies in tlie word "organs," to

say nothing of " human." The cells of the " organs," to

which he refers, are even then uninterchangeable, and

l^roduce but themselves. The Germans tell us of the

Kelmhlatt, the germ-leaf, in which all these organ.*;

originate. This Blatt, or leaf, is threefold, it seems
;

but even tliese folds are not indifferent. The variou.-<

cells have their distinct places in them from the first.

While what in this connection are called the epithelial

and endothelial tissues spring respectiA'ely from the

upper and umlcr leaf, connective tissues, witli muscle

and blood, sjning from the middle one. Sureh' in such

facts we have a perfect warrant to assert the initial non-

identity of protoplasm, and to insist on this, that, from

the verj"- earliest moment—even literally ah ovo—brain-

cells only generate In-ain-cells, 1)one-cells bone-cells, and

so on.

These CDUsiderations on funcfion all concern faculty

or power ; but we have to notice now that the charac-

teristic and fundamental form of power is to Mr Huxley

cfiiifnicfilifi/. He even (piotes (loethe in proof of con-

tractility being the main poM-er or faculty of Mn» .'

Kevertlielcss it is to be said at once that, while there

are dilferenccs in wlial ]uotiijilasm /.< contmctile, all

])rotoplasm is not contractile, nor dependent on contrac-

tility for its functituis. In the former respect, for ex-

ample, nniscle, while it is the contmctile tissue special,

is also to Mr llnxley profi^plasm : yet Strieker asserts the

inner eonstrnction of the contractile sulistance, of which

niuscle-libre virtually consists, to be essentially different
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from contractile protoplasm. Here, then, we have the

contractile substance proper " essentially different " from

the contractile source proper. In the latter respect,

again, we shall not call in the wncontractile substances

which Mr Huxley himself denominates protoplasm

—

bread, namely, roast mutton, and boiled lobster ; but we

may ask where—even in the case of a living body—is

the contractility of white of egg ? In this reference, too,

we may remark that Kiihne, who divides the protoplasm

of the epidermis into three classes, has been unable to

distinguish contractility in his own third class. Lastly,

where, in relation to the protoplasm of the nervous

' system, is there evidence of its contractility 1 Has anj''

one pretended that thought is but the contraction of the

brain ; or is it by contraction that the very nerves operate

contraction—the nerves that supply muscles, namely?

Mr Huxley himself, in his Physiology, describes nervous

action very differently. There conduction is spoken of

without a hint of contraction. Of the higher faculties

of man I have to speak again ; but let us just ask

.where, in the case of any pure sensation—smell, taste,

touch, sound, colour—is there proof of any contraction 1

Are we to suppose that between the physical cause of

heat without and the mental sensation of heat within,

contraction is anywhere interpolated? Generally, in

conclusion here, while reminding of Vircliow's testimony
to the inherent inequalities of cell-capacity, let us but,

on the question of faculty, contrast the kidney and the

brain, even as these organs are viewed by Mr Huxley.
To him the one is but a sieve for the extrusion of

refuse: the other thinks Newton's 'Principia' and
Iliads of Homer.
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Protably, then, in regard to any continuity in pro-

toplasm of power, of form, or of substance, we Lave

seen laciime enow, ^ay, i^Ir Huxley himself can Ije

adduced in evidence on the same side. ZSot rarely do

we find in his essay admissions of prohaliility where

it is certainty that is alone in place. He says, for ex-

ample, " It is more than probable that iclitn the vegetable

Avorld /;> tliorouglily explored Ave sludl find all plants in

possession of the same powers." AVhen a conclusion is-

tlecidedly announced, it is rather disappointing to be

told, as here, that the premises are still to collect. " So

far" he says again, " as the conditions of the manifesta-

tions of the phenomena of contractility have yet been,

studied." jS'ow, such a do far need not be very far

;

and we may confess in passing, that from Mr Huxley

the plirase, "the conditions of the manife^tatiuuf of the

l/henoniena," grates. AVe hear again that it is " the rule

rather than the exception," or that weighty authorities

have {••iKj/jei^/ed" that such and such things '• probaldy

occur," or, while contemplating the nettle-.^ting. that-

such "^;(;*-677V(' complexity" in other cases ilaini.-- upon
one." On other occasions he expresses himself to the

cU'ect tliat " perhaps it would not yet be safe to say that

a/t forms," .Vc. Xay, not unly does he directly i^ay

that "it is by no means his intention to suggest tliat

tliero is no dilferem e between the lowe.st plant and the

highest, or between j.lants and animals," but he directly

proves wliat he says, for lie demonstrates in ]ilants and'

animals an e.-'seiitial (Jifferrnce (f pmrcr. Plants can

assimilate inorganic matters, animals can not, kc. Again,

here is a i)assage in which lie is seen to cut his own
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'"hems" from beneath Ms own feet. After telling us

that all forms of protoplasm consist of carbon, hydro-

:gen, oxygen, and nitrogen " in very complex union," he

continues, " To this complex combination, the nature

of which has never been determined with exactness, the

name of protein has been applied." This, plainly, is

an identification, on Mr Huxley's own part, of proto-

plasm and protein ; and what is said of the one being

necessarily true of the other, it follows that Mr Huxley

admits the nature of protoplasm never to have been

determined with exactness, and that, even in his eyes,

the lis is still suh judice. This admission is strengthened

by the words, too, "If Ave use this term" (protein) "with

such caution as may properly arise out of our compara-

tive ignorance of the things for which it stands ; " which

sntitle us to recommend, in consequence " of our com-

parative ignorance of the things for which it stands,"

caution " in the use of the term protoplasm. In such

a state of the case we cannot wonder that Mr Huxley's

Dwn conclusion here is : Therefore " all living matter is

more or less albuminoid." All living matter is more
Dr less albuminoid ! That, indeed, is the single con-

clusion of Mr Huxley's whole industry; but it is a

jonclusion that, far from requiring the intervention of

orotoplasm, had been reached long before the word itself

lad been, in this connection, used.

It is in this way, then, that Mr Huxley can be adduced
m refutation of himself ; and I think his resort to an
jpigram of Goethe's for reduction of the powers of

nan to those of contraction, digestion, and rcproduc-

lion, can be regarded as an admission to the same effect.

Hie epigram runs thus :

—
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" Warum treibt sich ilas Volk so, uiid sclireit ? Es will .sich emiiliren,

Kinder zeiigen, iinj die iiahreu so es veriiiag'.

Waiter bringt es kein Mensch, stell' er sicli wie er auch will."

That means, quite literally tiau.slated, ""Why do the

folks Lustle and bawl ] They want to feed themselves,-, f

get children, and then feed them as best they can :

no maj\ does more, let him do as he may." This,

really, is Mr Huxley's sole proof for his cla,ssification ol:

the powers of man. Is it sufticient? Does it not apjily.
j

rather to the birds of the air, the fish of the sea, and

the beasts of the field, than to man ? Did Xewton onlv' •

feed himself, beget children, and then feed them ? AVa*-

it impossible for him to do any more, let him do as he 3

might 1 And what we ask of Xewton we may ask ol 5

all the rest. To elevate, therefore, the passing whim ol

mere literary Laune into a eosmic^\l axiom and a proof in

place— this avo cannot help adding to the other pro-

ductions here in which Air Huxley apjiears against

himseir.

Lut were it impossible either for him or us to point .

to these laciuuii, it would .still be our right and our duty) ;

to refer to the ju'esent conditions of microscopic sciencci

in general as well ;i.s in jiarticular, and to demur to thei
^

erection of its ih'cta, constituted as they yet arc, intc.
^

estalilishcd columns and buttresses in support of any ..

theory of lih'. material or other.

Tlie most delicate and dubious of all the sciences, it is:
^

also the youngest. In its maniptdations the .'^lightest
^

change may operate a.s a destructive drought, or am

equally destructive deluge. Its very tools may i>ositively

create the structure it actually examines. Tlie prrsenl

state of the science, and what warrant it gives Mr Hux-.l;
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ley to dogmatise on protoplasm, we may understand

from this avowal of Kiihne's :
" To-day we believe that

we see " such or such fact, " but know not that further

improvements in the means of observation will not reveal

what is assumed for certainty to be only illusion." With

such authority to lean on—and it is the highest we can

have—we may be allowed to entertain the conjecture, that

it is just possible that some certainties, even of Mr Hux-

ley, may yet reveal themselves as illusions.

But, in resistance to any sweeping conclusions built

on it, we are not confined to a reference to the imperfec-

tions involved in the very nature and epoch of the science

itself in general. With yet greater assurance of carrying

conviction with us, wc may point in particular to the

actual opinions of its present professors. We have seen

already, in the consideration premised, that Mr Huxley's

hypothesis of a protoplasm matter is unsupported, even

by the most innovating Germans, who as yet will not

advance, the most advanced of them, beyond a proto-

plasm-cell
; and that his whole argument is thus sapped

in advance. But what threatens more absolute ex-

tinction of this argument still, all the German physiolo-

,'ists do not accept even the protoplasm-cell. Eindfleisch,

for example, in his recently-published 'Lehrbuch der

pathologischcn Gewebelehre,' speaks of the cell very

much as we understand Virchow to have spoken of it.

To him there is in the cell not only protoplasm but

nucleus, and perhaps membrane as well. To him, too,

the cell propagates itself quite as we have been hitherto

fancying it to do, by division of the nucleus, increase of

the protoplasm, and ultimate partition of the cell itself.

Yet he knows -withal of the opinions of others, and
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accepts them in a mannt-r. lie mentions Kuhne's ac-

count of the memhrane as at first hut a mere physical

limit of two fluids—a mere peripheral film or curdling ;

still he assumes a formal and decided memhrane at last.

Even Leydig and Schultze, who shall he tlie express

eliminators of the memhrane—tlie one hy initiation and

the other hy consummation—confess that, as regards the

cells of certain tissues, they have never heeu aljle to

detect in them the ahsence of a memhrane.

As regards the nucleus again, the case is very much

stronger. When we have admitted with Briicke that

certain cryptogam cells, with Haeckel that certain pro-

tists, with Cienkowsky that two monads, and with

Schultze that one amoeha, arc without nucleus—when

we have admitted that division of the cell 7nay take place

witlu)ut implicating that of the nucleus—that the move-

ments of the nucleus mai/ he passive and due to those of

the protoplasm—that Bacr and Strieker demonstrate the

disaiipcarance of the original nucleus in the impregnated!

egg,—when we liavc aihuitted this, we have admitt<?d

also all that can be said in degradation of the nucleus.

Even those who say all tliis still attrihute to tlu^ nucleus-

an important and unknown rnlc, and describe the forma-

tion in the impregnated egg of a new nucleus ; while

there are ntliers again who resist every attempt to de--

grade it. Uottelier asserts movement for the nucleus,

even when -wholly removed from the cell; Xeumann.
points to sucli moveniei\t in deail or dying ccUs : andi

there is other testimony to a like elfcct, as well as tO'

l>cculiarities of the nucleus otberM-ise thai indic^ate spon-

taneity. In this reference, we may allude to the weiglity

opinion of tlie late Professor Goodsir, who anticipated in

h
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so remarkable a manner certain of the determinations of

Yirclio-w. Goodsir, in that anticipation, wonderfully rich,

and ingenious as he is everywhere, is perhaps nowhere

more interesting and successful than in what concerns the

: nucleus. Of the whole cell, the nucleus is to him, as it was

to Schleiden, Schwann, and others, tlie most important

element. And this is the view to which I, who have little

husiuess to speak, wish success. This universe is not an

accidental cavity, in which an accidental dust has been

accidentally swept into heaps for the accidental evolution

of the majestic spectacle of organic and inorganic life.

That majestic spectacle is a spectacle as plainly for the

eye of reason as any diagram of the mathematician. That

majestic spectacle could have been constructed, was con-

structed, only in reason, for reason, and by reason. From

beyond Orion and the Pleiades, across the green hem of

earth, up to the imperial personality of man, all, the

furthest, the deadest, the dustiest, is for fusion in the

invisible point of the single Ego

—

ichich alone glorifies it.

For the subject, and on the model of the subject, aU is

made. Therefore it is that—though, precisely as there

xre acephalous monsters by way of exception and de-

formity, there may be also at the very extremity of ani-

3iated existence cells without a nucleus—I cannot help

oelieving that this nucleus itself, as analogue of the sub-

ect, will yet be proved the most important and indispen-

lable of all the normal cell-elements. Even tlie phcno-

nena of the impregnated egg seem to me to support this

new. In the egg, on impregnation, it seems to me ]Kitural

I say it with a smde) that the old sun that ruled it should

;o down, and that a new sun, stronger in the combination

'f the new and the old, should ascend into its place !

c
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Eo these things as they may, we liave now overwlielm-

ing evidence before us for concluding, with reference to

Mr Huxley's first projiosition, that—in view of the nature

of microscojjic science—in view of the state of Lelief that

obtams at jiresent as regards nucleus, membrane, and

entire cell—even in view of the sujiporters of protoplasm

itself—i\rr Huxley is not authorised to speak of a physi-

cal matter of life
;
which, for the rest, if granted, would,

for innumerable and, as it appears to me, irrefragable

reasons, be obliged to acknowledge for itself, not iden-

tity, but an infinite diversity in power, in form, and in

substance.

So much for the first proposition in Mr Huxley's essay,

or that which concerns protoplasm, as a supposed matter

of life, identical itself, and involving the identity of all

the various organs and organisms which it is assumed to

compose. What now of the socond projiosition, or that

which concerns the materiality at once of proto]-da-*m. and
of all that is conceived to derive from protoplasm ? Ini

other words, though, so to sjiealc, for oi-ganic bricks any-

thing like an organic clay still await-* the ]iroof. I ask. if-

the bricks are not the same becau.*;e the day is not the

same, what if llic materiality of the former is equally

unsupported by tlie materiality of the latter? Or what
if the functions «i' jirotojtlasin are not pro]HTties of its-

mere molecular constitution?

I'lir this is ]\lr Huxley's sec<ind ]iroposition, namely,
'I'iiat all vitfd and intellectual functions an? but the pro-

perties of the molecular dis]iosition and changes of the

material basis (protoplasm) of Avliirh the various anim.alsl

and vegetublos consist. AVith tlie conehisions now before*

us, it is evident that to enter at all on this part of ;Mr

It
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Hiixley's argumentation is, so far as we are concernecT,

only a matter of grace. In order that it should have

any weight, Ave must grant the fact, at once of the

existence of a matter of life, and of all organs and or-

ganisms heing tut aggregates of it. This, obviously, Ave

cannot now do. By way of hypothesis, however, we may

issume it. Let it he granted, then, that pi'o liac vice'

:here is a physical basis of life with all the consequences

lamed ; and noAv let us see hoAv Mr Huxley proceeds to

istablish its materiality.

The Avhole former part of Mr Huxley's essay consists

as said) of fifty paragraphs, and the argument immedi-

tely concerned is confined to the latter ten of them.

?his argument is the simple chemical analogy that,

Jider stimulus of an electric spark, hydrogen and

xygen mating into an equivalent weight of water,

nd, under stimulus of pre-existing protoplasm, carbon,

ydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen uniting into an equiva-

int Aveight of protoplasm, there is the same wan-ant for

ttributing the properties of the consequent to the pro-

erties of the antecedents in the latter case as in the

)rmer. The properties of protoplasm are, in origin and

laractcr, precisely on the same level as the properties of

ater. Tlie cases are perfectly parallel. It is as absurd

- attribute a ncAv entity vitality to protoplasm, as a new
itity aquosity to water. Or, if it is by its mere che-

ical and physical structure that water exhibits certain

operties called aqueous, it is also by its mere cheniical

.d physical structure that protoplasm exhibits certain

operties called vital. All that is necessary in either

36 is, " under certain conditions," to bring the chemical

nstituents together. If Avater is a molecular complica-
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tion, protoplasm is equally a molecular complication, anrl'

for the description of tlie one or the other there is no

change of language required. A new substance with ne^v
j

qualities results in precisely the same way here, as a new. i

substance with new qualities there ; and the derivative'

qualities are not more different from the primitive quali-

ties in the one instance, than the derivative qualities arc

different from the primitive qualities in the other. Lastly,

the modus operandi of pre-existent protoplasm is not more

unintelligible than that of the electric spark. The con-

clusion is irresistible, then, that all protoplasm hehv..

reciprocally convertible, and consequently identical, the

properties it displays, vitality and intellect included, arc

as much the result of molecular constitution as those o

water itself.

It is evident, then, that the fulcrum on which Mr Hiix

ley's second proposition rests, is a single inference from ;

chemical analogy. Analogy, however, being never iden

tity, is apt to betray. The difference it hides may b
essential, that is, while the likeness it shows may b
inessential—so far as the conclusion is concerned. Tha
this mischance has overtaken Mr Huxley here, it will,

fancy, not bo ditlicult to demonstrate.

'J'he .inal.)gy to which :Mr Huxley trust.s has tw :

references
: one, to chemical composition, and one tl

*

a certain sfinndus tliat determines it. As regards chem
cal composition, we are asked, by virtue of the analog:

ol)taining, to identify, as equally simjile instances of i"

l>rotoplasm here and water tliere
; and. as regards th

stinndiis in (luestion, we are a.-^ked to admit the action (
*

the electric spark in the one case to be quite analogou
to the action of pre-existing protoj^livsm in tlie other. 1:
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totli references I shall endeavour to point out that the

analogy fails ; or, as we may say it also, that, even to

Mr Huxley, it can only seem to succeed by discounting

the elements of difference that stiU subsist.

To begin with chemical combination, it is not unjust

to demand that the analogy which must be admitted to

3xist in that, and a general physical respect, should not

oe strained beyond its legitimate limits. Protoplasm

lannot be denied to be a chemical substance
;
protoplasm

lannot be denied to be a physical substance. As a com-

jound of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen, it

iomports itself chemically—at least in ultimate instance

—in a manner not essentially different from that in

vhich water, as a compound of hydrogen and oxygen,

omports itself chemically. In mere physical aspect,

,gain, it may count quality for quality with water in the

ame aspect. In short, so far as it is on chemical and

ihysical structure that the possession of distinctive pro-

'crties in any case depends, both bodies may be allowed

0 be pretty well on a par. The analogy must be allowed

0 hold so far : so far but no farther. One step farther and
re see not only that protoplasm has, like water, a chemi-

al and physical structure ; but that, unlike water, it has
Iso an organised or organic structure. Now this, on the

art of protoplasm, is a possession in excess ; and with
felation to that excess there can be no grounds for ana-

)gy. This, perhaps, is what Mr Huxley has omitted to

;

onsider. When insisting on attributing to protoplasm
' le qualities it possessed, because of its chemical and
' hysical structure, if it was for chemical and physical
> -ructure that we attributed to water its qualities, he

' as simply forgotten the addition to protoplasm of a
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tliii'd structure that can only Le named organic. " If the.

phenomena exhibited by water are its properties, so are

those presented by protoplasm, living or dead, its proper

ties." When Mr Huxley speaks thus, Exactly so, we mayi

answer :
" living or dead !

" That alternative is simply

slipped in and passed ; but it is in that alternative that

the whole matter lies. Chemically, dead protoplasm h

to Mr Huxley quite as good as living protoplasm. As f

sample of the article, he is quite content with dead pro

toplasm, and even swallows it, he says, in the shape o:' ^

bread, lobster, mutton, &c., with all the satisfactory result£.

to be desired. Still, as concerns the argument, it must Ix

pointed out that it is only these that can be placed on tlu

same level as water ; and that living protoplasm is not onh

unlike water, but it is unlike dead jirotoiila^m. Liviuf

protoplasm, namely, is identical with dead protoplasm oidj

so far as its chemistry is concerned (if even so much a:

tliat) ; and it is quite evident, consequently, that difier'

ence between the two cannot depend on that in whicl

they are identical—caniuit depend on the chemistry

Life, then, is no alfair of chemic al and physical structure

and must find its explanation in something else. It i

thus tliat, lifted high enough, the light of the analog;,

between water and jn-otophijim is seen to go out. "\V;iter

in fact, wlien formed from hydrogen and oxygen, is, ia 4
a certain way and in relati.ni to them, no new prodnctl

it has still, like them, only ehemical and physical quali

tics ;
it is still, as th.\y an-, inorganic. So l^ir as i.im

of power is concerned, they are .'^till on the same leve^
I'.ut not so protoplasm, where, with preservation of th'

chemi.-al ami pliysical likeness, tliere is the addition 0

the uidikenes.s of life, of organisation, and of idea.s. Bu
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the addition is a new world— a new and higher world,

the world of a self-realising thought, the world of an

entelechy. The change of language objected to by Mr
Huxley is thus a matter of necessity, for it is not mere

1 molecular complication that we have any longer before

ius, and the qualities of the derivative are essentially and

[

absolutely different from the qualities of the primitive.

If we did invent the term aquosity, then, as an abstract

sign for all the qualities of water, we should really do

very little harm ; but aquosity and vitality would still

remain essentially unlike. While for the invention of

laquosity there is little or no call, however, the fact in the

other case is that we are not only compelled to invent,

but io perceAve vitality. We are quite willing to do as

Mr Huxley would have us to do : look on, Avatch the

phenomena, and name the results. But just in propor-

tion to our faithfulness in these respects is the necessity

for the recognition of a new world and a new nomencla-

ture. There are certainly different states of water, as

ice and steam ; but the relation of the solid to the liquid,

or of either to the vapour, surely offers no analogy to the

relation of protoplasm dead to protoplasm alive. That

relation is not an analogy but an antithesis, the antithesis

of antitheses. In it, in fact, we are in presence of the

one incommunicable gulf—the gulf of all gulfs—that

gulf which Mr Huxley's protoplasm is as powerless to

3£face as any other material expedient that has ever been

suggested since the eyes of men first looked into it—the

"eighty gulf between death and life.

The difl'ercnces alluded to (tliey are, in order, organi-

sation and life, the objective idea— design, and the

subjective idea— thought), it may be remarked, are
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admitted by those very Germans to -whom protoplasm,

name and thing, is due. They, the most advanced and

innovating of them, directly avow that there is present

in the cell " an architectonic principle that has not yet

been detected." In pronouncing protoplasm capable of

active or vital movements, they do by that refer, they

admit also, to an immaterial force, and they ascribe the

processes exhibited by protoplasm—in so many -words

—

not to the molecules, but to organisation and life. It is

remarked by Kant that " the reason of the specific mode

of existence of every part of a living body lies in the

whole, whilst with dead masses each part bears tliis

reason -within itself;" and this indeed is how the two

worlds are differentiated. A drop of water, once formed,

is there passive for ever, susceptible to influence, but

indifferent to influence, and what influence reaches it is

wholly from without. It may be added to, it may be

subtracted from ; but infinitely apathetic quantitatively,

it is qualitatively independent. It is indiflercnt to its-

own physical ])arts. It is without contractility, without

alimentation, without reproduction, without specific

function. Not so the cell, in whicli the parts are de-

pendent on the whole, and the whole on the parts;:

which hius its ac-tivity and raL-on d\Hrc vrHhin : which.

manilVsts all the powers which we liave described water

to want
;
and which rotpiires for it-s continuance condi-

tions of wliidi Wilt,T is independent. It is only so far

as organisation and life are concerned, however, that the

cell is thus (lifTercnt from water. Chemic^illy and phy-
sically, as said, it can show with it quality for quality.

How strangely Mr Huxley's deliverances show beside

these facts ! Ho can " see no break in the series of steps
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in molecular complication
;

" hxit, glaringly obvions,

there is a step added that is not molecular at all, and

that has its supporting conditions completely elsewhere.

The molecules are as fully accounted for in protoplasm

as in water ; but the sum of qualities, thus exhausted

in the latter, is not so exhausted in the former, in

which there are qualities due, plainly, not to the mole-

cules as molecules, but to the form into which they are

thrown, and the force that makes that form one. When
the chemical elements are brought together, Mr Huxley

says, protoplasm is formed, " and this protoplasm exhi-

bits the phenomena of life
;

" but he ought to have added

that these phenomena are themselves added to the phe-

nomena for which all that relates to chemistry stands,

.and are there, consequently, only by reason of some
other determinant. New consequents necessarily demand
new antecedents. " We think fit to call different kinds

of matter carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen, and
to speak of the various powers and activities of these

substances as the properties of the matter of which they

lare composed." That, doubtless, is true, we say ; but
such statements do not exhaust the facts. We call

water hydrogen and oxygen, and attribute its proper-

ties to the properties of them. In a chemical point
: of view, we ought to do the same, thing for ice and
steam; yet, for all the chemical identity, water is

not ice, nor is either steam. Do we, then, in these
cases, make nothing of the difference, and in its despite
enjoy the satisfaction of viewing the three as one 1 Not
so

;
we ask a reason for the difference ; we demand an

antecedent that shall render the consequent intelligible:

The chemistry of oxygen and hydrogen is not enough in
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explanation of the tlireefold fonn ; and by the very neces-

sity of the facts we are driven to the addition of heat. It

;

is precisely so with protoplasm in its twofold form. The

chemistry remaining the same in each (if it really does-

so), we are compelled to seek elsewhere a reason for the

dilference of living from dead protoplasm. As the difier-

ences of ice and steam from water lay not in the hydro-

gen and oxygen, hut in the heat, so the dilference of :

living from dead protoplasm lies not in the carlion, the

hydrogen, the oxygen, and the nitrogen, hut in the vital!

organisation. In all cases, for the new quality, plainly,

we must have a new explanation. The qualities of a

.

steam-engine are not the results of its simple chemistry.

We do apply to protoplasm the same conceptions, then,

that are legitimate elsewhere, and in allocating properties

and explaining phenomena we simply iiisist on Mr
Huxley's own distinction of "living or dead." That,

in fact, is to us the distinction of ilistinctions, and wo

admit no vital action whatever, not even the dulle.«t. to

l)C the result of tlie molecular action of the jirotoplasm

that displays it. The very protopla.sm of the netlle-

sting, with whii li Mr Huxley begins, is already vitally

organised, and in tliat organisation as nnich sujierior to

its own molecules a.-; the steam-engine, in itsS mechanism,

to its own wood and iron. It were indeed as n\tional to

Kay tliat there is no princijile concerned in a steam-engine

or a watch but tliat of its molecular forces, as to make
tills a.ssertinn of organised matter. Still then^ are degrees

in oi-ganisation. and the highest forms of life are widely

diiferent from tlH> lowest. Degrees similar we see even

in tht' inorganic world. Tlu' persistent flow of a river

is, to tlie miglity reason of the solar system, in some
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such proportion, perhaps, as the rhizopod to man. Tn

protoplasm, even the lowest, then, but much more con-

spicuously in the highest, there is, in addition to the

molecular force, another force unsignalised by Mr Hux-

ley—the force of vital organisation.

But this force is a rational unity, and that is an idea ;

and this I would point to as a second form of the addi-

tion to the chemistry and physics of protoplasm. W

e

have just seen, it is true, that an idea may be found in

inorganic matter, as in the solar and sidereal systems

generally. But the idea in organised matter is not one

operative, so to speak, from without : it is one operative

from within, and in an infinitely more intimate and per-

vading manner. The units that form the complement

of an inorganic system are but independently and exter-

nally in place, like units in a procession ; but in what is

organised there is no individual that is not sublated into

the unity of the single life. This is so even in proto-

plasm. Mr Huxley, it is true, desiderates, as result of

mere ordinary chemical process, a life-stuff in mass, as it

were in the web, to which he has only to resort for cut-

tings and cuttings in order to produce, by aggregation,

what organised individual he pleases. But the facts are

not so : we cannot have protoplasm in the web, but the
piece. There is as yet no matter of life ; there are still

cells of life. It is no shred of protoplasm—no spoonful
or toothpickful— that can be recognised as adequate to

the function and the name. Such shred may wriggle a
moment, but it produces nought, and it dies. In the
smallest, lowest protoplasm coll, then, we have this
rational unity of a complement of individuals that only
arc for the whole and exist in the whole. This is an
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idea, therefore ; this is design : the organised concert of

many to a single common purpose. The rudest savage

that should, as in Paley's illustration, find a watch, and

should observe the various contrivances all controlled by

the single end in view, -would be obliged to acknowledge

—though in his own way— that what he had before him

was no mere physical, no mere molecular product. So

in protoplasm : even from the first, but, quite undeniably,

in the completed organisation at last, which alone it was

there to produce ; for a single idea has been its one

manifestation throughout. And in what machinery does

it not at length issue 1 "Was it molecular powers that

invented a respiration—that perforated the posterior ear

to give a balance of air—that compensated the fenesira

omliii hy nfenedra rotunda—that placed in the auricular

sacs those ofoUthes, those express stones for hearing? Such

machinery ! The chordu; fciidiiieiv. are to the valves of the

heart exactly adjusted check-strings ; and the contractile

rjihnniia: caDWie are set in, under contraction and ex-

pansion, to i'([ualise their length to their oflice. ^fem-

branes, rods, and liipiids— it required the express

experiment of man to make good the fact that the

inventor of the ear had availed himself of the most

perfect apparatus jiossible for his purpose. And are we
to conceive sudi macliinery, sueli apparatus, such con-

trivances merely molecular ? Are nK^lecules adequate to

sucli lliiugs—molecules in their blind pjissivity, and
dead, dull insensibility? Is it to molecular agency Mr
Huxley liim.self owes that "singular inward laboratory"

of which he speaks, and without whidi all theprot^oplasm

in the world would bo useless to liim? Surely, in the

presence of these manifest ideas, it is impossible to
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attribute the single pecviliar feature of protoplasm—its

vitality, uamely—to mere molecular chemistry. Proto-

plasm, it is true, breaks up into carbon, hydrogen,

oxygen, and nitrogen, as water does into hydrogen and

oxygen ; but the "vvatch breaks similarly up into mere

brass, and steel, and glass. The loose materials of the

watch— even its chemical materials if you will—replace

its weight, quite as accurately as the constituents, carbon,

&c., replace the weight of the protoplasm. But neither

these nor those replace the vanished idea, which was alone

the important element. Mr Huxley saw no break in the

series of steps in molecular complication; but, though not

molecular, it is difficult to understand what more striking,

what more absolute break could be desired than the break

into an idea. It is of that break alone that we think in the

watch; and it is of that break alone that we should think

in the protoplasm which, far more cunningly, far more

rationally, constriicts a heart, an eye, or an ear. That is

the break of breaks, and explain it as we may, we shall

never explain it by molecules.

But, if inorganic elements as such are inadequate to

account either for vital organisation or the objective

idea of design, much more are they inadequate, in the

thml place, to account for the subjective idea, for

:the phenomena of thought as thought. Yet Mr Hux-
ley tells us that thought is but the expression of the

molecular changes of protoplasm. Tliis he only tells

us; this he does not prove. He merely says that,

if we admit the functions of the lowest forms of life

to be but "direct results of the nature of the matter

of which they are composed," we must admit as much
for the functions of the highest. We have not admitted
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Mr Huxley's presupposition
;

liut, even with its adruis-

sion, we sliould not feel Lound to admit his conclusion.

In such a mighty system of differences, there are ample

room and verge enough for the introduction of new mo-

tives. We can say here at once, in fact, that as thought,

let its connection be what it may with, has never been

proved to result from, organisation, no improvement of

the proof requu-ed will bo found in protoplasm. Xo one

power that Mr Huxley signalises in protoplasm can ac-

count for thought : not alimentation, and not reproduc-

tion, certainly ; but not even contractilitj". "We have

seen already that there is no proof of contraction being

necessarj' even for the simplest sensation ; but much less

is there any proof of a necessity of contraction for tlie

inner and independent operations of the mind. Mr
lluxlcy liimself admits this. He says :

" Speech, ges-

ture, and every otlu r fonii of human action are, in the

l(jng-run, resolvable into luuscular contraction ;" and so,

" even those manifestations of intellect, of feeling, and

of will, wiiich we rightly name the higher faculties, are

not excluded from this classification, inasmucli as to

every one hut f/m finhject of them, they are knoM-n only

as transitory changes in the relative positions of parts of

the body." The concession is made here, we see, that

these manifestations are ditferently known to the subject

III' tlieui. r.ut we may first oliject that, if even that

l)rivileged "every one but tlie subject" were limite<l to a

knowledge of contractions, he would not know much.

It is only because he knows, fn-st of all, a thinker and
wiUer of contractions that these themselves cease to be

but passing externalities, and transitory contingencies.

Xcithcr is it reasonable to assert an identity of nature
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for contractions, and for that -vvhicli they only represent.

It would hardly he fair to confound either the receiver

or the sender of a telegraphic message, with the move-

ments which alone bore it, and without which it would

have been impossible. The sign is not the thing signi-

1 fied, it is but the servant of the signifier—his own arbi-

trary mark—and intelligible, in the first place, only to

him. It is the meaning, in all cases, that is alone vital

;

the sign is but an accident. To convert the internality

into the arbitrary externality that simply expresses it, is

for Mr Huxley only an oversight. Your ideas are made

known to yoiu- neighbour by contractions, therefore your

ideas are of the same nature as contractions ! Or, even

to take it from the other side, your neighbour perceives

in you contractions only, and therefore your ideas are

contractions ! Are not the vital elements here present

the two correspondent internalities, between which the

contractions constitute but an arbitrary chain of external

commimication, that is so now, but may be otherwise

;

again 1 The ringing of the bell at the window is not

,

precisely the dwarf within. Nor are Engineer Chappe's

.
" wooden arms and elbow-joints jerking and fugling in.

f

the air," to be identified with Engineer Chappe himself.

1

For the higher faculties, even for speech, &c., assuredly

t

Mr Huxley might have well spared himself this super-
fluous and inapplicable reference to contraction.

J

But, in the middle of it, as we have seen, Mr Huxley

,1

concedes that these manifestations are difi'erently knowji

J

to the subject of them. If so, what becomes of his
assertion of but a certain number of powers for proto-

.

plasm ? The manifestations of the higher faculties are
aot known to the subject of them by contraction, (fcc
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Jjy what, then, are they known? According to Mi:

Huxley, they can only he known by the jjowei-s of proto-

plasm ; and therefore, by his own showing, protoplasm;

must possess powers other than those of his own asser-

tion. Mr Huxley's one great power of contractility, Mi:

Huxley himself confesses to be inapplicable here. In-,

deed, in his Pliysiology (p. 193), he makes such an

avowal as this :
" ^ye class snimifions, along with emo-

tions, and voUtidiis, and fJioiKjJifd, under the common

head of states of cotiseiousiiess ; but what consciousncs.-

J

is we know not, and how it is that anythmg so remark-
jj

able as a state of consciousness comes about ;is the result!

.

of irritating nervous tissue, is just as imaccountable asJi

the appearance of the Ujin when Aladdin rubbed hisi

lamp in the story." Consciousness plainly was not!

nmscular contraction to Mr Huxley when lie wrote hi;

Physiology ; it is only since tlien that he has gone .

over to the assertion of no power in protoplasm but the

triple power, contractility, &c. Put the truth is only ^
his Physicildgy has it—the cleft is sinqily, as Mr Hux-

ley acknowledges it there, alisolute. On one side, then

is the wiuld of externality, where all is body by l>ody.

and away from one anollier—the boundless reci]inK;aji ^

exclusion of the inlinite object. l)n the other side, therti ^

is till' world of internality, where all is soul to soul, and

away into luic another—tlie boundless reciprocal inrlu

siiin of the inlinite sulijcct. This—even while it is trm

that, for suliject to lie suliject, and object object, the
^

boundless intu.ssusce]ited multiplicity of the .single iims; i|.

ible point of tlie one is but the <limensionless ca-sket intC' k

wliich the illimitable (ienius uf the other must retract .

anil witlulraw itself is the dilTereiice of differences : am
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certainly it is not internality that can be abolislied

before externality. The proof for the absoluteness of

thought, the subject, the mind, is, on its side, pretty

well perfect. It is not necessary here, however, to enter

1 into that proof at length. Before passing on, I may

: simply point to the fact that, if thought is to be called

a function of matter, it must be aclcnowledged to be a

function wholly peculiar and unlilce any other. In aU

other functions, we are present to processes which are in

the same sense physical as the organs themselves. So

it is with lung, stomach, liver, kidney, where every step

can be followed, so to speak, with eye and hand ; but all

is changed when we have to do with mind as the func-

tion of brain. Then, indeed, as Mr Huxley thought in

his Physiology, we are admitted, as if by touch of

Aladdin's lamp, to a world absolutely different and essen-

tially new—to a world, on its side of the incommunicable

cleft, as complete, entire, independent, self-contained,

and absolutely S2u' generis, as the world of matter on the

3ther side. It wiU be sufficient here to allude to as much
IS this, with special reference to the fact that, so far as

ihis argument is concerned, protoplasm has not intro-

iuced any the very slightest difference. All the ancient

•easons for the independence of thought as against

)rganisation, can be used with even more striking effect

IS against protoplasm ; but it will be sufficient to indi-

iate this, so much are the arguments in question a com-

non property now. Thought, in fact, brings Avith it its

'"wn warrant ; or it brings with it, to use the phrase of

krns, "its patent of nobility direct from Almighty
'Od." And that is the strongest argument on tliis whole
ide. Throughout the entire universe, organic and inor-

D
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ganic, thought is the controlling sovereign; nor does^

matter anywhere refuse its allegiance. So it is in

thought, too, that man has his patent of nobility, believes-

that he is created in the image of God, and knows him-

self a freeman of infinitude.

But the analogy, in the hands of ^Iv Huxley, has, Ave

have seen, a second reference—that, namely, to the

excitants, if we may call them so, "which determine com--

bination. The modus operandi, Mr Huxley tells us, of

pre-existing protoplasm in determining the formation of:

new protoplasm, is not more unintelligible than the modn.^-

operandi of the electric spark in determining the forma-

tion of water ; and so both, Ave are left to infer, are per-

fectly analogous. The inferential turn here is rather

a favourite Avith '^Iv Huxley. " But objectors of this

class," he says on an earlier occasion, in allusion to those

Avho hesitate to conclude from dead to living matter,

"do not seem to retlect that it is also, in strictness,

true that Ave knoAv nothing about the composition of any

body Avhatever as it is." In the same neighbourhood,

too, ho argues (hat, tlmugh im])otent to restore to decom-

jiosed calc-S]iar its original form, Ave do not hesitate t<-

accept the chemical analysis assigncil to it, and should

not, consequently, any more hesitate becau.-«e of any mere

diUnvnce of form t(i accept the analysis of de.id for that

of living pnit(i])]asm. It is certainly fair t<i point out

tliat, if we bear igiuu-ance and im]iotcnce A\-ith equa

nimity in one case. Ave may equally so bear them ir

another; but it is not fair to rouA-ert ignorance int<-

knowledge, n(U- impotence into jnnver. Yet it is usua

to take such statements loosely, and let them pa.^s, II]

is not considered tliat. if Ave know nothing about the com-
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position of any body -whatever as it is, then we do know

nothing, and that it is strangely idle to offer ahsolnte

ignorance as a support for the most dogmatic knowledge.

If such statements are, as is really expected for them, to

he accepted, yet not accepted, they are the stultification

lof all logic. Is the chemistry of living to he seen to be

the same as the chemistry of dead protoplasm, because

we know nothing about the composition of any body

whatever as it is 1 We know perfectly well that black

is wliite, for we are absolutely ignorant of either as it is !

Theform of the calc-spar, which (the spar) we can analyse,

we cannot restore ; therefore the /o?-?n of the protoplasm,

ffhich we cannot analyse, has nothing to do with the mat-

.er in hand ; and the chemistry of what is dead may be

iccepted as the chemistry of what is living ! In the case

if reasoning so irrelevant it is hardly worth while refer-

ing to what concerns the forms themselves ; that they

•re totally incommensurable, that in all forms of calc-

par there is no question but of what is physical, while

a protoplasm the change of fonn is introduction into an
J- atire new world. As in these illustrations, so in the

ise immediately before us. No appeal to ignorance in

igard to something else, the electric spark, should be

< llowed to transform another ignorance, that of the action

J' ' pre-existing protoplasm, into knowledge, here into the

in nowlcdge that the two unknown things, because of non-
ii> nowledge, are— perfectly analogous ! That this ana-

15 gy does not exist—that the electric spark and pre-exist-

5i g protoplasm are, in their relative places, not on the
me chemical level—this is the main point for us to sec;

!
id Mr Huxley's allusion to our ignorance must not be

n lowed to bhnd us to it. Here we have in a glass vessel
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so much hydrogen and oxygen, into which we discharge

an electric spark, and water is the result. iSow wliat

analogy is it possible to perceive between this production

of water by external experiment and the production off

protoplasm by j^rotoplasm 1 The discrepancy is so palp-

able that it were impertinent to enlarge on it. The truthi fi

is just this, that the measured and mixed gases, the ves-

sel, and the spark, in the one case, are as unlike the for-

tuitous food, the living organs, and the long process of

assimilation in the other case, as the product water is;

unlike the product protoplasm. Xo ; that the action ol

the electric spark should be unkuomi, is no reason why wc

should not insist ou protoplasm for protoplasm, on life foj

life. Protoplasm can only be produced by protoplasm

and each of all the innumerable varieties of prot-oj^lasm: k

only by its oM-n kind. For the protoplasm of the wiinr

Ave must go to the worm, and for that of the toad-stoo

to the toad-stool. In fact, if all living beings come from iti,

protoplasm, it is quite as certain that, but for living beingg let

protoplasm would disai)iiear. Without an egg you car

not have a hen—that is true ; but it is equally tru

that, Avithout a hen, you cannot have an egg. So i

protoplasm
;

whicli, ccmsoquently. in iho productia |.

of itself, oilers no analogy to the production, or pw
cipitation by tlio electric spark, not of itself, but *

A\'atcr. Besides, if for ])rotoplasm, prc-oxisting prot< t-

plasm, is always necessary, how was there over a tir

proto|)lasiu ?

(leiieially, then, Mr Huxley's analogy does not hoi

Avliether in the one reference or tlie other, and K
Huxley has no warrant for the reduction of profc ^
plasui to the mere chemical level which he as.sigii
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it in either. That level is brought very prominently

fomard in such expressions as these ; That it is only

necessary to bring the chemical elements " together,"

"under certain conditions," to give rise to the more

complex body, protoplasm, just as there is a simDar

expedient to give rise to water ; and that, under the

influence of pre-existing living protoplasm, carbonic

acid, water, and ammonia disappear, and an equivalent

weight of protoplasm makes its appearance, just as, under

the influence of the electric spark, hydrogen and oxygen

disappear, and an equivalent weight of water makes its

appearance. All this, plainly, is to assume for proto-

plasm such mere chemical place and nature as consist not

with the facts. The cases are, in truth, not parallel, and

the " certain conditions " are wholly diverse. All that

is said we can do at will for water, but nothing of what

is said can we do at will for protoplasm. To say we can

feed protoplasm, and so make protoplasm at will pro-

luce protoplasm, is very much, in the cu'cumstances, only

;o say, and is not to say, that, in this way, we make a

ihemical experiment. To insist on a chemical analogy,

n fact, between water and protoplasm, is to omit the

lifferences not covered by the analogy at all—thought,

design, life, and all the processes of organisation ; and it

s but simple procedure to omit these differences only by
m appeal to ignorance elsewhere.

It is hardly worth while, perhaps, to refer now again

-0 the difference—here, however, once more incidentally

luggested—between protoplasm and protoplasm. Mrliux-
ey, that is, almost in his very last word on this part of the

irgument, seems to become aware of the bearing of this

m what relates to materiality, and he would again stamp
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protoplasm (and with it life ami intellect), into an imlif-

ferent identity. In order that there should be no break

between the lowest functions and the highest (the func-

tions of the fungus and the functions of man), he has-

" endeavoured to prove," he says, that the protoplasm of:

the lowest organisms is "essentially identical with, ajid.

most readily converted into that of any animah" On.

this alleged reciprocal convertibility of protopla.sni, then,

Mr Huxley would again found as well an inference of

identity, as the further conclusion that the functions of

the highest, not less than those of the lowest animal

are but the molecular manifestations of their commuii

protoplasm.

Plainly here it is only the consideration, not of fane

tion, but of the alleged reciprocal Cdiireytihilifif that is

left us now. Is this true, then'? Is it true that every or-

ganism can digest every other organism, and that thus

a relation of identity is established lietween that which

iligests and whatever is digested ! These questions placet ^'

]\rr Huxley's general enterprise, perhap.*, in the most: ^
glaring light yet ; for it is very evident that there is an ^
end of the argument if all foods and all feeders are essen-

tially identical both with themselves and with each other.

The liicts of the case, however. I believe to be too well

known to reipiire a single word here on my part. It is

not long since Mr liiixlcy himself jiointed out the great

dilference between the foods of jtlants and the foods oi ^
aiiimals

; ami the reader may be safely left to thinld |.

for himself of rnminnviia and rnniimm. of soft bills and'

hanl bills, of molluscs and men. Mr Huxley talks feel-

ingly of the jio.ssil.ility of himself feeding the lobster

(juile as much as of the lobsti>r feediui: him : but suchi

»
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pathos is not ahvaj^s applicable ; it is not likely that a

sponge would be to the stomach of Mr Huxley any more

than Mr Huxley to the stomach of a sponge.

But a more important point is this, that the functions

themselves remain quite apart from the alleged converti-

bility. We can neither acquire the functions of what we

eat, nor impart our functions to what eats us. We sliall

not come to fly by feeding on vultures, nor they to speak

by feeding on us. No possible manure of human brains

wiU enable a corn-field to reason. But if functions are

inconvertible, the convertibility of the protoplasm is idle.

In this inconvertibility, indeed, functions will be seen to

be independent of mere chemical composition. And
that is the truth : for function there is more required than

either chemistry or physics.

It is to be acknowledged—to notice one other inci-

dental suggestion, for the sake of completeness, and
by way of transition to the final consideration of pos-

sible objections — that Mr Huxley would be verv

much assisted in his identification of differences, wei-e

but the theories of the molecularists, on the one
hand, and of Mr Darwin, on the other, once for aU
established. The three modes of theorising indicated,

indeed, are not without a tendency to approach one an-

other
; and it is precisely their union that would secure

a definitive triumph for the doctrine of materialism. Mr
Huxley, as we have seen—though what he desiderates is

an autoplastic living matter that, produced by ordinary
uhemical processes, is yet capable of continuing and de-

veloping itself into new and higlier forms— still begins
.vith the egg. Now the theory of the molecularists

.vould, for its part, remove all the difficulties that, for
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materialism, are involved in this beginning ; it -would

place protoplasm undeniably at length on a merely

chemical level ; and would fairly enable Mr Dar\vin,

supplemented by such a life -stuff, to account by natural

means for everything like an idea or thought that

appears in creation. The misfortune is, however, that

we must believe the theory of the molecularists still

to await the proof; while the theory of Mr Darwin

has many difficulties peculiar to itself. This theory,

philosophically, or in ultimate analysis, is an attempt to

prove that design, or the objective idea, especially in the

organic world, is developed m time by natural means.

The time which Mr Darwin demands, it is true, is an

infinite time; and he thus gains the advantage of his

processes being allowed greater clearness for the under-

standing, in consequence of the ohscunf)/ of the infinite

past in which they are placed, and of which it is difficult

in the first instance to deny any possibility whatever.

Still it remains to be asked, Are such processes credible

in any time ? Wliat jNlr Darwin has done in aid of his

view is, first, to lay before ns a knowledge of facts in

natural history of surprising richness
;
and, second, to

support this knowledge by an inexhaustible ingenuity

of liypothesis in arrnngement of apjiearances. Xow. in

both respects, whether for information or even interest,

the value of Mr Darwin's contribution will probably

always rcuiain iii(le]i('iulent of the argument or arguments' %
that might destroy his leading proposition : and it is'

with this proposition that we liave here alone to do. As-

said, we ask only. Is it tru.> tliat the objective idea, the

design whicii we sec in the organised world, is the result!

in infinite time of the necessary adapt.ation of living; ^
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structures to the peculiarities of the conditions by which

ithey are surrounded?

Against this theory, then, its own absolute generalisa-

tion may be viewed as our first objection. In ultimate

abstraction, that is, the only agency postulated by Mr
Darwin is time—infinite time ; and as regards actually

existent beings and actually existent conditions, it is

hardly possible to deny any possibility whatever to in-

finitude. If told, for example, that the elephant, if only

obliged infinitely to run, might be converted into the

stag, how should we be able to deny 1 So also, if the

lengthening of the giraffe's neck were hypothetically at-

tributed to a succession of dearths in infinite time that

only left the leaves of trees for long-necked animals to

live on, we should be similarly situated as regards denial.

Still it can be pointed out that ingenuity of natural con-

jecture has, in such cases, no less wide a field for tire

negation than for the affirmation ; and that, on the ques-

tion of fact, nothing is capable of being determined.

But we can also say more than that—we can say that

any fruitful application even of infinite time to the (jene-

ral jyroblem of difference in the world is inconceivable.

To explain all from an absolute beginning requires us to

commence with nothing
;
but; to this nothing time itself

is an addition. Time is an entity, a something, a differ-

ence added to the original identity : whence or how came
time 1 Time cannot account for its own self ; how is it

that there is such a thing as time 1 Then no conceivable
brooding even of infinite time could hatch the infinitude
bf space. How is it there is such a thing aa space ? No
oossiblo clasps of time and space, further, could ever con-
ieivably thicken into matter. How is it there is such a
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tiling ius matter? Lastly, so far, no conceivable hrooJ-jj.

ijig, or even gyrating, of a single matter in time andlf

space could account for the specification of matter—car- J .

bon, gold, iodine, (fee.— as we see and know it. Time,,

space, matter, and the whole inorganic world, thus remain. .

impassive to the action even of infinite time ; all these- 1

difi'erences remain incapable of being accounted for so.

But suppose no curiosity had ever been felt in this- .

reference, which, though scientifically indefensible, is-

quite possible, how about the transition of the inorganic.
|

into the organic ? ]Mr Huxlej' tells us that, for food, the

plant needs nothing but its bath of smelling-salts. Sup-- :

230se this bath now—a pool of a solution of carbonate of:

ammonia ; can any action of sun, or air, or electricity, \>&

conceived to develop a cell—or even so much lump-pix>-

toplasm—in this solution? The production of an initial!

cell in any such manner will not allow itself to be realised:

to thought. Tiien we have ju.st to think for a moment'

i

of the vast dill'ereucos into which, for the production of' i

the jnvsent urganised world, this coll must be distributed,

to shake our lii'uds and say we cannot well refuse any-

tliing to an infinite time, but still we must pronounce ai

prol)lem of thi.s reach hojieless.

It is jn-ecisely in conditions, however, that Mr Darwin

claims a solution of tliis problem. Conditions concemi

all tliat relates to air, lieat. liglit. laud, water, and wliat^

ever tliey imply. Our second olijeetion, con.^equently.

is, that conditions are (putc inadequate to account fori

])rescnt organised dilV.'n'nees, from a single cell. Oeo-'

logical time, for exam]>le, falls short, aft<^r all, of infiniteJ

time ;
or, in known gi-ologieal cra.s, let us calculate thenujl

ixn liberally as we may, there is not time enough to«|
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account for the presently-existing varieties, from one, or

i even several, primordial forms. So to speak, it is not in

I

geological time to account for the transformation of the

I elephant into the stag from acceleration, or for that of

the stag into the elephant from retardation, of movement.

. And we may speak similarly of the groAvth of the neck

of the giraffe, or even of the elevation of the monkey

into man. Moreover, time apart, conditions have no

such power in themselves. It is impossible to conceive

of animal or vegetable effluvia ever creating the nerve by

which they are felt, and so gradually the Schneiderian

membrane, nose, and whole olfactory apparatus. Yet

these effluvia are the conditions of smell, and, ex hyimthesi,

ought to have created it. Did light, or did the pulsa-

tions of the air, ever by any length of time, indent into

the sensitive cell, eyes, and a pair of eyes—ears, and a

pair of ears 1 Light conceivably might shine for ever

without such a wonderfully complicated result as an eye.

Similarly, for delicacy and marvellous ingenuity of struc-

ture, the ear is scarcely inferior to the eye ; and surely

it is possible to think of a whole infinitude of those fitful

and fortuitous air-tremblings, which we call sound, with-

out indentation into anything whatever of such an organ.

A tliird objection to Mr Darwin's theory is, that the

play of natural contingency in regard to the vicissi-

tudes of conditions, has no title to bo named selection.

Naturalists have long known and spoken of the " inilu-

sncc of accidental causes;" but Mr Darwin was the first

;o apply the term selection to the action of these, and
ihus convert accident into design. The agency to wliich

iVIr Darwin attributes all the changes which he would
ligualisc in animals is really the fortuitous contingency
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of brute nature ; and it is altogether fallacious to call i

such process, or such non-process, hy a term involving !

foresight and a purpose. We have here, indeed, only a

metaphor Avholly misapplied. The German writer who, ,

.

many years ago, said "even the genera are wholly a prey '

to the changes of the external universal life," saw pre- -
:

cisely what Mr Darwin sees, but it never struck him to i

style contingency selection. Yet, how dangerous, how
infectious, has not this ungrounded metaphor proved !

!

It has become a principle, a lato, and been transferred by
very genuine men into tlieir own sciences of philology

and what not. People will wonder at all this by-and-by.

.

But to point out the inapplicability of such a word to the?

processes of nature referred to by ^Ir Darwin, is to point:

out also the impossibility of any such contingencies pro--

ceeding, by graduated rise, from stage to stage, into the?

great symmetrical organic system—the vast plan—the

grand harmonious whole—by which we are surrounded-

This rise, this system, is really the objective idea ; butt

it is utterly incapable of being accounted for by any suchv

agency as natural contingency in geological, or infinite, ,

or any time. I]ut it is tliis which the word selection

tends to conceal.

We may say, lastly, in objection, hero, lhat, in the factl

of " reversion " or "atavism," ^Mr ]")arwin acknowledges-

;

his own failure. Wr tlius see fliat tlie species species-

is something indejiendent, and liokls its own infUa vis

luiiurtv within itwlf.

Probably it is not his tlieory. then, that gives valuo<|

to iMr Darwin's bdok
; nor even his readj' ingenuity,'!

whatever interest it may lend : it is the material inforfli

niation it contains. The ingenuity, namely, vei^cs 8ome*(l
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what on that Humian expedient of natural conjecture so

copiously exemplihed, on occasion of a few trite texts,

in Mr Euckle. But that natural conjecture is always

; insecure, equivocal, and many-sided. It may he said

[that ancient warfare, for example, giving victory always

to the personally ahlest and bravest, must have resulted

in the improvement of the race'; or that, the weakest

being always necessarily left at home, the improve-

ment was balanced by deterioration ; or that the ablest

iwere necessarily the most exposed to danger, and

so, &c. &c., according to ingenuity, usque ad infinitum.

Trustworthy conclusion is not possible to this method,

but only to the induction of facts, or to scientific

demonstration.

Neither molecularists nor Darwinians, then, are able to

level out the difference between organic and inorganic, or

between genera and genera or species and species. The
differences persist despite of both ; the distributed iden-

tity remains unaccounted for. Nor, consequently, is Mr
Darwin's theory competent to explain the objective idea

by any reference to time and conditions. Living beings

do exist in a mighty chain from the moss to the man
;

but that chain, far from founding, is founded in the idea,

and is not the result of any mere natural rjrowth of this

into that. That chain is itself the most brilliant stamp,

the sign-manual, of design. On every ledge of nature,

from the lowest to the highest, there is a life that is its,—
la creature to represent it, reflect it—so to speak, pasture

on it. The last, highest, brightest link of this chain is

man ; the incarnation of thouglit itself, whicli is the

summation of this universe; man, tliat includes in him-

self all other links and their single secret—the personilicd
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universe, the subject of the world. ^Ir Huxley makes

but small reference to thought ; he only tucks it in, as if

were, as a mere appendicle of course.

It may be objected, indeed— to reacli tlie last:

stage in this discussion— that, if ]Mr Huxley ha.s-

not disproved the conception of thought and life ''as a.

something which Avorks through matter, but is independ-

ent of it," neither have we proved it But it is easy for:

us to reply that, if ^^independent of" means here "vn-

conneded ivit/i," we have had no such object. We have

had no object whatever, in fact, but to resist, now the

extravagant assertion that all organised tissue, from the

lichen to Leibnitz, is alike in faculty, and again the

equally extravagant assertion that life and thought are

but ordinary products of molecular chemistry. As regards-

the latter assertion, we have endeavoured to show that:

the processes of vital organisation (as self-production. S:c.)

belong to another sphere, higher than, and very different'

from, those of mechanical juxtaposition or chemical neu-

tralisation ; that life, tlion, is no mere product of matt-er-

as matter ; that if no life can be point<?d to independent'

(if matter, neither is there any life-slutf independent of:

life ; and that life, consequently, adds a new ami higher'

f(irce to chtnnistry, as chemistry a new and higher force

to mechanics, t'v:c. As for thouglit, tlio endeavour was-

to sliow that it was as independent on the one side as-

matter on tlie otlier, tliat it controlled, used, summed,

and was Die reason of matter. Tliought, then, is not to

1)0 readied by any liridge from matter, that is a hybrid

of both, and explains the connection. The relation of;

matter to mind is not to be explained as a transition,

but as a contrecoup. In this relation, however, it is not
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the material, tut the mental side, wliicli the whole uni-

verse declares to be tlie dominant one.

As regards any objections to the arguments -vvhicli we

bave brought against the identity of protoplasm, again,

these will lie in the phrase, probably, " difference not of

kind, but degree," or in the ATOrd " modification." The

"phrase" may be now passed, for generic or specific

difference must be allowed in protoplasm, if not for the

overwhelming reason that an infinitude of various kinds

exist in it, each of which is self-productive and uninter-

changeable with the rest, then for Mr Huxley's own rea-

son, that plants assimilate inorganic matter and animals

only organic. As for the objection " modification," again,

the same consideration of generic difference must prove

fatal to it. This Avere otherwise, indeed, could but the

molecularists and Mr Darwin succeed in destroying

generic difference ; but in this, as Ave have seen, they

tiave failed. And tliis Avill be always so : Avho dogs

-dentity, difference dogs him. It is quite a justifiable

,

mdeavour, for example, to point out the identity that

,
)btains between veins and arteries on the one hand, as

3etAveen these and capillaries on the other ; but all the

J

ime the difference is behind us ; and Avhen Ave turn to

,

ook, Ave see, for circulation, the valves of the veins and

,
.he elastic coats of the arteries as opposed to one another,

.
md, for irrigation, the permeable walls of the capillaries

IS opposed to both.

Generic differences exist then, and Ave cannot alloAV

he word "modification" to efface them in the interest

J

'f the identity claimed for protoplasm. Brain-protoi)lasm

^
3 not bone-protoplasm, nor the protoplasm of the fungus

,

he protoplasm of man. Similarly, it is very question-



able how far the word "modification" will warrant us in;

I

regarding Avith Mr Huxley the "ducts, fibres, pollen, U

and ovules " of the nettle as identical with the proto])la.-iu
i;

of its sting. Things that originate alike may surely 'I'

eventuate in others which, chemically and vitally, farrji

from being mere modifications, must be prouoimcedil^

totally different. Such eventuation mu.st be held com--i

petent to what can only be named generic or specific |
^

difference. The "child" is only ^'father of the man" ;

it is not the man
;
who, moreover, in the com-se of am

ordinary life, we are told, has totally changed himself,'.

not once, but many times, retaining at the last not one :

single particle of matter Avith which he set out. Suchi|

eventuations, wdiether called modifications or not. cer-

tainly involve essential difference. And so situated are

the "ducts, fibres, pollen, ami ovules" of the nettle, .

which, whether compared with tlie protoplasm of thei Jt

nettle-sting, or with that in which they originated, musti

be held to have assumed, by their own actions, indisput-.- *s

al)le dill'ercnces, physical, chemical, and vital, or in form,. ||>

substance, and faculty.

]\Iucli, in fact, depends on definition here
;

and, in:

reference to modification, it may be regarded as arbitrary^

when identity .sliall lu' admitted to cease and diflerence<

to begin. There are tlie old Greek puzzles of the ]>aldi

Head and the lli ap, for examjile. How many grains, o^

liow many liairs. may we remove before a henp of wheat t

is no lieap, or a licad of liair bald 1 These concern quan-- *

tity alone ; but. in other cases, bone. mu,<cle, brain, fungus,- ;^

tree, man, tliere is not only a (piantitative. but a qu.alitaw ^
live dilVerence ; and in reg.ard to such ditVerences. the'

word modification can lie regarded as but a cloak, under ,
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which identity is to be shuffled into difference, but re-

main identity all the same. The brick is but modified

clay, Llr Huxley intimates, bake it and paint it as you

may ; but is the difference introduced by the baking

and painting to be ignored 1 Is what Mr Huxley calls

the " artifice " not to be taken into account, leave alone

the " potter " ] The strong firm rope is about as exact

an example of modification proper—modification of the

weak loose hemp—as can well be found ; but are we to

exclude from our consideration the whole element of dif-

ference due to the hand and brain of man 1 Not far from

Burns's Monument, on the Calton Hill of Edinburgh,

there lies a mass of stones which is potentially a church,

he former Trinity College Church. Were this church

gain realised, would it be fair to call it a mere modifica-

Aon of the previous stones t Look now to the egg and

he full-feathered fowl. Chaucer describes to us the

ock, "• liight chaunteclere," that was to his " faire Perte-

otte " .so dear :

—

"His comb was redder than the fine corall,

Embattled, as it were a castle- wall

;

His bill was black, and as the jet it shone

;

Like azure were his legges and his tone (toes)
;

His nailes whiter than the lilie flour.

And like the burned gold was his colour.

"

Would it be even as fair to call this fine fellow—comb,

attles, spurs, and all—a modified yolk, as to call the

lurch but modified stones 1 If, in the latter case, an

ement of difference, altogether undeniable, seems to

ve intervened, is not such intervention at least quite

well marked in the former 1 It requires but a slight

B
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analysis to detect tluit all the stones in question are

marked and numbered ; but ^vill any analysis ijoint out

within the shell the various parts that only need arrange-

ment to become the fowl? Are the men that may take

the stones, and, in a re-erected Trinity College Church,

realise anew the idea of its architect, in any respect more

wonderful than the unkno'vyn disposers of the materials-

of the fowl 1 That what realises the idea should, in the

one case, be from without, and, in tlie other, from Anlli-

in, is no reason for seeing more modification and less

wonder in tlie latter than tlie former. Tlierc is certainly

no more reason for seeuifr the fowl in the ena. and tis

identical with the egg, than for seeiug a re-built Trinity

College Church as identical Avith its unarranged mate-

rials. A ])art cannot be taken for the whole, whether in

space or in. iiine. ~Mv Huxley misses thi?. Ho is sc

absorbed in the identity out of which, that he will not

sec the dillerence into which, progress is made. As thi

idea of the church has the stones, so the idea of the fow

lias the egg, for its commencement. l>ut U) this idea, ano |

in both cases, tht; terminal additions belong, quite

much as the initial matiMials. If the idea, tlien, adc

sulphur, ])hiis])liorus, iron, and wliat not. it must b

credited Avitli tliese not less than with tlie carbon, hydro

gen. A-c, witli wliicli it began. It is not fair to mutter

modilication. ;is if it were a charm to de.-^troy all thi

iuihistry of time. Tlic ju-otoplasm of tlie egg of the fow I

is no more the Inwl than the stones the church ; and t

identify, by juggle of a mere Mord, parts in time aai

wholes in time so ditlerent. is but self-deception.

in protoplasm, as we have so often seen, ditierencc is i

much ]iie.-ient at first as at last. Even in its germ, eve

ir
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in its initial identity, to call it so, protoplasm is already

1 different, for it issues in differences infinite.

Omission of the consideration of difference, it is to be

,acknowledged, is not nowadays restricted to Mr Huxley.

In the -vvonder that is usually expressed, for example, at

Oken's identification of the skull -with so many vertebrae,

it is forgot that there is stUl implicated the wonder which

we ought to feel at the unknown power that could, in

the end, so differentiate them. If the cornea of the eye

and the enamel of the teeth are alike but modified pro-

toplasm, we must be pardoned for thinking more of the

adjective than of the substantive. Our wonder is how,

for one idea, protoplasm could become one thing here,

and, for another idea, another so diff'erent thing there.

We are more curious about the modification than the

protoplasm. In the difference, rather than in the iden-

tity, it is, indeed, that the wonder lies. Here are several

thousand pieces of protoplasm
;
analysis can detect no

iifference in them. They are to us, let us say, as they

are to Mr Huxley, identical in power, in form, and in

substance
; and yet on all these several thousand little

bits of apparently indistinguishable matter an element
di difference so pervading and so persistent has been im-

oressed, that, of them all, not one is interchangeable

with another ! Each seed feeds its o^^n\ kind. The
orotoplasm of the gnat will no more grow into the fly

/han it will grow into an elephant. I'rotoplasm is pro-

toplasm
: yes, but man's protoplasm is man's protoplasm,

md the mu.shroom's the mushroom's. In short, it is

luitc evident that the word modification, if it would
ionceal, is powerless to withdraw, tlie difference ; wliich
Iifference, moreover, is one of kind and not of degree.
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Tliis consideration of possible objections, then, is the lasU

we have to attend to ; and it only remains to draw thai

general conclusion. All animal and vegetable organisms!

are alike in power, in form, and in substance, only if thei

protoplasm of wliicli they are composed is similarly alike;

and the functions of all animal and vegetable organisrasj

are but properties of the molecular affections of theiri

chemical constituents, only if the functions of thee

protoplasm, of which they are composed, are but pro-

perties of the molecular affections of jV.'J chemical consti-

tuents. In disproof of the affirmative in both clauses,,

there has been no object but to demonstrate, on the onfl^

hand, the infinite non-identity of protopliism, and, on5

the other, the dependence of its functions upon otheri

factors than its molecular constituents.

In short, the whole position of Mr Huxley, that allj

organisms consist alike of the same life-matter, whichj

life-matter is, for its part, due only to chemistry, musti

be pronounced untenable—nor less untenable the mate^

riulism he would found on it.

Till-: KNU.
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